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Ushering in the
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Jing Si Aphorism

Photograph by Kevin Tan Kok Sieong

要净化人心，应先点亮自己的心灯，再做提灯照路人。
To purify people’s hearts,
one must first illuminate the light within oneself,
then act as a lantern-bearer to light the way for others.
~ Jing Si Aphorism by Dharma Master Cheng Yen

M aster’s Teaching

By Dharma Master Cheng Yen Translated by Max Siew

Seize every second and live a life of purpose. Spread the true principles of life and
lead everyone to walk the Bodhisattva Path hand in hand.

Living a Life of Purpose

A

t the end of each year, the big family of Tzu Chi grows even larger. Not only volunteers
in Taiwan, but 2,000 volunteers from 31 countries/regions also attended a spiritual retreat
programme in Taiwan. This included 1,570 people from 24 countries/regions, who received their
certiﬁcation as Tzu Cheng Faith Corps member or Tzu Chi Commissioner at Hualien, Sanchong
and Banqiao. I sincerely hope that these new commissioners will continue to spread the seeds of
kindness diligently and inspire more people to serve humanity.
From the day I left Jing Si Abode on November 12, 2018, until I returned on December 9, I
had completed the ﬁrst phase in the ceremonies of conferment and year-end blessings. During that
28 days, I met with many veteran volunteers, some were still robust both physically and mentally,
but some were visibly old or were plagued by illness. Seeing this I had mixed feelings. I was glad
and felt a tinge of sadness. After all, life is characterized by dukkha.
In every ceremony, I earnestly appealed to my followers to make full use of their lives to serve
humanity so as to lead a meaningful life. As long as you can move around and talk, you may be able
to preach the wonderful Dharma to the masses.
During the visit, I also met many elderly recycling volunteers. I was deeply touched by
their untiring efforts in reducing the environmental footprints by recycling as much as they
could. They were both physically and mentally alert with nimble ﬁngers. They told me that
after depositing 50 years of their ages in the “Age Treasury”, they were only in their 20s, 30s
or 40s. They are indeed pure hearted and full of wisdom. They have total faith in what I said,
they protect the Earth for the sake of future generations, and they ﬁrmly believed in what I said,
“If that is the right thing to do, then do it.”
It is normal for elderly people to be inﬂicted by joint pain. They wear “waist gear” to keep
their backs straight in order to keep on doing recycling activities. According to them, it was painful
but it was worth the pain to hand down a clean Earth to our children or future generations. They
would rather serve than be taken care of. The used PET bottles that they separated from other
recyclable items were recycled into eco-blankets. These were then delivered to and warmed the
hearts of the suffering people from the international community. Such contribution also made these
elderly volunteers feel the value of their lives.
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The recycling volunteers’ ideals were put into action and the fruits of their labour were
recognized internationally. The 24th Conference on Climate Change organized by the United Nations
(UN) was held in Poland in December 2018. One of Tzu Chi’s representatives, Dr Lin Ming Nan,
Vice Superintendent of Dalin Tzu Chi Hospital, told the delegates of the Conference that the clothes
that he was wearing were made from recyclable PET bottles. Thanks to advanced technology, Tzu
Chi is able to convert many recyclable items into basic necessities of life. Moreover, Dr Lin also
emphasized the close relationship between climate change and a vegetarian diet.
According to the statistics released by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN, due to
man’s appetite for meat, more than a hundred million lives [both of poultry and livestock] vanish on
a daily basis. In order to produce enough meat for human consumption, humans resort to intensive
animal farming. Lots of farmlands are needed for this purpose, besides enormous water resources and
animal feed. Animal farming is a major culprit in polluting the air and the Earth. In the Conference,
there were experts who held the opinion that to conserve the Earth and maintain a healthy lifestyle,
the best and easiest way is for everyone to go vegetarian.
All forms of life, regardless of whether they are animals or humans, possess the survival instinct.
Animals that are caught or slaughtered would harbour hatred and anger too. Since the human race
is the wisest and most intelligent form of life on Earth, humans are expected to be wise enough to
protect animals and not to kill them for food. The sanctity of life must be respected and protected at
all times. Never eat animals that harbour bitterness against humanity.
Be it conclusions from UN Conference or scientiﬁc ﬁndings, both have stated that if we do not
change our lifestyle for the better, the negative impact of climate change will be further aggravated.
Suffering is a fact of life, but if we adopt a “could-not-care-less” attitude and do not tackle the problem
head-on, then suffering begins to assume terrifying proportions! If most people cling to craving for
meat, they are committing an unwholesome karma, or in Buddhist parlance: they commit bad karma
collectively, then they will reap the bad fruit of their karma collectively.
If for personal gains everyone is unwilling to come to a consensus and take collective actions,
and continue with intensive industrialization in the name of economic growth; or is unwilling to
change their mentality and living habits for the better, the Earth will be plunged into crisis.
To reach a consensus is important, but more importantly, it is to know the right way to put into
action what have been agreed hand in hand. The theme for the 2018 Year-end Blessing Ceremony is:
“Nurture a love for life, a heart of gratitude and respect for one another. Foster the spirit of harmony,
prevent conﬂicts, and create blessings hand in hand.” That is, to show gratitude to one another and for
everything; and to respect and love not only people, but also all sentient beings.
Besides sticking to a vegetarian diet to avoid killing, we must also say good words to people we
interact with. At times, oral disputes can degenerate into man-made disasters. On the contrary, if we
build up an excellent rapport with others and introduce the wonderful Dharma to them, we can walk
together to serve humanity. As such, we can enjoy a peaceful and harmonious world.
We must let everyone understand the Buddhist concept of “karma”. It sets in motion a chain of
causes culminating in karmic fruit. We must also appeal to more people to participate in doing good
deeds. Lastly, let us walk together the Bodhisattva Path.
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By Tzu Chi Documenting Team

Translated by Translating Team

Photograph by Chan Tuck Meng (Top), Leong Yu Joe (Bottom)
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Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony
The Year-end Blessing Ceremony is an annual event where Tzu Chi volunteers,
donors and public members get together to reﬂect on the past one year, receive
Master Cheng Yen’s red envelope of blessings and wisdom, express gratitude for
one another, and fortify the aspiration to spread kindness and love to every corner
around the world.
The theme for the 2018 Year-end Blessing Ceremony was: “Nurture a love for life, a
heart of gratitude and respect for one another. Foster the spirit of harmony, prevent
conﬂicts and create blessings hand in hand.” It conveys the Master’s wishes and
expectation for everyone to play their role in cultivating physical and spiritual wellbeing, as well as, bringing peace to the world.
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T

he 15 sessions of Year-end Blessing
Ceremonies hosted by Tzu Chi KL &
Selangor between December 2018 and January
2019 saw a total attendance of over 11,000
people. The joyous and celebratory atmosphere
reverberated throughout KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si
Hall, with beautiful large and small red lanterns
and calligraphy on large red scrolls extensively
decorating the space. The participants immersed
themselves in the activities organized for them
regardless whether they were public members,
recipients of Tzu Chi study aid, ﬁnancial aid or
caring aid, teachers and students from UNHCR
Tzu-Chi Education Centre, or donors’ and
volunteers’ families and friends.
At the foyer was the “Bamboo Bank
Zone”, where bamboo and colourful cardboard
tubes were fashioned into displays depicting
the Chinese characters of the Noble Eightfold

Path, that is, Right View, Right Thought, Right
Speech, Right Behaviour, Right Livelihood,
Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and Right
Concentration. These served as reminders for
everyone to cultivate themselves diligently.
After 82-year-old Lee Swee Kim emptied
her savings in her bamboo banks into an urn,
she struck the bell thrice while reciting, “Save
a little more, deposit a little more, give a little
more”, and made a wish for everyone to enjoy
peace and good health.
A teenage girl, Chong Shin Yao, and her
two younger sisters also donated their savings
for charitable causes. Thanks to the positive
inﬂuence of her mother, who is a Tzu Chi
volunteer, Shin Yao understood that “many a
little makes a mickle” and has been keeping it a
habit to save her loose change into her bamboo
bank since she was six years old. Each time

A young attendee striking the bell with a volunteer at the “Bamboo Bank Zone”. [Photograph by How Siew Heok]
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Each and every attendee was presented a red envelope of blessings and wisdom, which carries with it Master Cheng Yen’s
blessings. [Photograph by Leong Chian Yee]

she deposits her coins into the bamboo bank,
she would make a wish that more people could
receive the help they needed.

Spreading love through acts of caring
The programme of the Year-end Blessing
Ceremony began with a documentary video
entitled, “Tzu Chi 2018 Year in Review”, which
depicts Tzu Chi’s humanitarian missions carried
out across the globe. Since it was established
more than half a century ago, Tzu Chi now
has volunteers’ presence in 57 countries/
regions and has extended aid to people in
97 countries/regions. Wherever there was a
disaster, volunteers were there to provide aid
and emotional support to those affected.
Medical professionals from Tzu Chi
International Medical Association (TIMA) have

provided over 2.96 million free consultations/
treatments through its medical missions held
in 50 countries/regions; while close to 110,000
volunteers have been dedicating themselves to
recycling activities, volunteering themselves at
the 561 recycling centres and 10,267 recycling
points set up in 16 countries.
In Malaysia, volunteers were seen
reaching out to the stateless children in
Kampung Titingan, Sabah, and inspiring the
local residents to do good deeds.

A unique red envelope of blessings
and wisdom
Every year at the Year-end Blessing
Ceremony, all attendees will receive a red
envelope of blessings and wisdom produced
with book royalties of Master Cheng Yen
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Everyone can do good. Even the children can contribute their love by donating savings from their pocket money.
[Photograph by How Siew Heok]

and income from handicraft work of Dharma
Masters at the Jing Si Abode. For 2018,
the theme of the red envelope is based on a
passage taken from the Wondrous Lotus Sutra:
“Great compassion is the room; gentleness and
patience are their (i.e., the Buddha’s disciples)
clothing; the emptiness of all phenomena is the
seat. Being there, they expound the Dharma.”
This passage carries the meaning that every
living being has Buddha-nature, and we must
connect with the Buddha’s heart by keeping a
heart of great compassion at all times. We must
pacify strong and unyielding living beings with
gentleness and patience, guiding them to do good
and cultivate goodness, and to refrain from doing
bad. We must also help and guide living beings
with a clear and pure mind, giving unconditionally
and be grateful for the opportunity to contribute.
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And, as Buddhists, we must lead by example
and live by the Dharma, inspiring everyone
to take the Buddha’s teachings to heart and
practise them in daily life.
The front cover of the red envelope is a
design of the Jing Si Abode – the birthplace of
the Jing Si Dharma Lineage and spiritual home
for Tzu Chi volunteers worldwide. Seventyﬁve Jing Si Aphorisms had also been selected
and randomly printed on the red envelopes,
representing Master Cheng Yen’s blessings for
each recipient.
Inside the red envelope is an image of the
Great Enlightened One of the Universe gently
caressing Planet Earth. It symbolizes the Buddha,
who has thoroughly awakened to the truths of
the universe. Hence, Master Cheng Yen hopes
that everyone will emulate the compassion and

Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony
wisdom of the Great Enlightened One, care for
our planet and protect all lives, to create a Pure
Land in this world.
The coin placed on the right depicts an
image of “The Buddha Nursing the Sick”,
which serves to inspire everyone to go amongst
people to bring relief to the sick and suffering.
The three rice grains on the inside of the red
envelope represent conscientious efforts in
cultivating “precepts, samadhi and wisdom”,
as well as have courage and diligence in
practising our faith by making vows and living
them out on the Bodhisattva Path.

Passing down the virtues of
kindness and love
Echo Chien, CEO of Tzu Chi KL &
Selangor, recollected the humble beginnings of

Tzu Chi, where small donations were pooled
together to carry out charitable work, and the
practice has continued until today.
The CEO thanked everyone for their
support towards Tzu Chi’s missions and
encouraged all to partake in charitable work
personally in addition to contributing money.
She said, “Master Cheng Yen paved the
Bodhisattva Path and even at 83 years old now,
she is still working for Buddhism and for all
sentient beings, inspiring everyone to be kind
and do good deeds…” She called upon all to join
the ranks of volunteers and set good examples
for the next generation to follow.
Time ﬂies. As 2018 ends, let us reﬂect
on the past one year, seize the moment and be
vigilant and mindful in the year ahead so that
we will grow spiritually.

Tzu Chi care recipient, Yoh Kim Peow, who attended the Year-end Blessing Ceremony for the ﬁrst time, listened attentively as
the volunteer explained to him the signiﬁcance of the red envelope of blessings and wisdom. [Photograph by Lim Chin Shein]
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2018 Tzu Chi’s relief efforts

Hawaii – Kilauea volcano eruption
USA – California forest ﬁres

USA – Hurricane Florence
USA – Tornado in Virginia
USA – Hurricane Mark

Mexico – Floods in Morelos

Honduras – Floods

Guatemala – Fuego volcano eruption

Tzu Chi’s global relief over the years
Volunteers’ presence in 57 countries/regions
Humanitarian aid in 97 countries/regions

228 schools built in 16 countries/regions
Houses built for 18,683 households in 15 countries/regions
Medical outreaches in 50 countries/regions for
over 2.96 million patient visits

5,120 cases of bone marrow &
peripheral blood stem cell donation in 31 countries
Over 38,992 body donor sign-ups

561 recycling centres and 10,267 recycling points in 16 countries,
with involvement of 106,299 recycling volunteers

10
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Sierra Leone –
Long-term relief aid
for Ebola survivors and
ﬂood victims

Serbia – Refugee aid
Turkey – Refugee aid

Japan – Okayama ﬂoods

Jordan – Refugee aid

China – Sichuan ﬂoods

Myanmar – Floods
Laos – Attapeu dam collapse
Malaysia – Windstorm in Malacca
Indonesia – Lion Air crash

Philippines –
Manila ﬂoods and windstorm
Cambodia – Floods
Thailand – Nan ﬂoods
Indonesia – Sulawesi earthquake
Indonesia – Lombok earthquake

Mozambique – Rubbish dump collapse
Zimbabwe – Cholera

Earthquake/
Volcano eruption

Fire

Floods

Windstorm/
Hurricane

Other major disasters
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By Tzu Chi Documenting Team

Translated by Choo Suet Fun

Care recipients share their stories
Love and care make the best relief for disadvantaged individuals. Observing this ethos, Tzu Chi volunteers
strive to lift care recipients from their misery by offering them kindness and material aid. In Malaysia, Tzu
Chi provides regular care and aid to more than 6,000 families. The care recipients were invited to the
2018 Year-end Blessing Ceremony to bear witness to the benevolent power of love on display, having
emerged stronger from weathering the trials of life.

Overcoming adversity in life, one step at a time

O

n December 30, 2018, care recipient Koh
Soon Yee slowly limped his way onto the stage
with the support of his crutch, his wife and several
volunteers, to share his story with the audience.
Soon Yee is now in his 60s. He worked as a
car dealer in his younger days, while his wife, an
Indonesian Chinese, owned an economy rice stall.
They considered themselves a middle-income
household. However, Soon Yee’s plans to travel
around the world in his senior years came to an
unexpected halt when he suffered a stroke in 2008
that left him bedridden. “Initially, I couldn’t even
prop myself up or talk, but she never left my side. I
am grateful for her unwavering love.”
Back then, Soon Yee’s wife devoted herself
wholeheartedly to caring for her husband at the
hospital, getting by with only one or two hours of
sleep every night on an armchair in the ward. Yet,
she never complained.
The misfortune of a stroke befell Soon Yee
four times over the span of a decade. In 2016,
the onset of the fourth stroke resulted in kidney
failure, subjecting him to dialysis treatment. His
dialysis expenses were costlier than the norm, as his
heart complications posed a treatment hazard that
warranted close supervision by a doctor. Despite
exhausting all possible means, his family was
unable to settle the full sum of his medical bills, and
found themselves in dire circumstances. Soon Yee
lost his will to live in the face of adversity.
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Photograph by Ch’ng Kooi Tick

But not all hope is lost. Tzu Chi volunteers
came to Soon Yee’s aid in April 2017 upon
receiving a notiﬁcation from the hospital of his
condition. After due assessment, Tzu Chi decided
to subsidize his dialysis fees. Monthly home visits
by the volunteers relieved his wife’s frustration and
brought her much joy, as they offered her a listening
ear and helpful advice.
Soon Yee’s condition improved with the
meticulous care of his wife and the support of the
volunteers, who, in turn, were pleased to see his
progress. They encouraged Soon Yee and his wife to
participate in recycling efforts. Soon Yee expressed
his contentment for being able to play a part in
saving the environment through recycling.
Soon Yee’s transformation from a bedridden
stroke patient to a living bodhisattva committed
to recycling greatly moved the audience.
Ultimately, the efforts of Tzu Chi volunteers
have paid off favourably.

Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony

Thank you for the encouragement

F

orty-ﬁve-year-old Chien Soo Teng was
diagnosed with hereditary diabetes at the age of
23. Not only were both his legs amputated in 2016,
he also had to undergo dialysis treatment. The burden
of the family’s ﬁnancial obligations inevitably
fell squarely onto the shoulders of his wife, Liew
Foung Khung, who was then a homemaker. She
had to work long hours for a meagre income, but
was comforted by the well-behaved and sensible
nature of both her sons, who, besides working
part-time jobs on weekends, would complete their
homework independently and help out with the
household chores. They also took upon themselves
the responsibility of caring for their father.
Foung Khung felt particularly grateful to Tzu
Chi volunteers for their continuous encouragement
and assistance during the family’s darkest hour. She
said, “I admit we were quite a difﬁcult family to deal
with. We were at a loss on how to respond whenever
the volunteers directed a ﬂurry of questions at us.
Nevertheless, the volunteers were very kind and
patient, and showed us persistent concern, in the
way that only they are capable of.”
Motivated by the spirit of altruism, the
volunteers, along with a TIMA doctor, would
conduct monthly home visits to Soo Teng, as
well as, attend to his wounds. They would also
constantly remind him of his medical appointments
and prescribed medication dosages, in addition to
supervising the children’s academic performance.
Furthermore, on Soo Teng’s birthday, the volunteers
prepared a hearty vegetarian feast and a cake to
celebrate the occasion. The family was moved by
the volunteers’ sincerity and came to embrace them
with open arms.
Soo Teng wistfully recalled, “I was naive in

Photograph by Cheng Chee Mun

my youth. I neglected my health and even thought of
ending my life. I am grateful to Tzu Chi volunteers
for their support in helping me regain my will to
move on. Through Da Ai TV programmes, I realized
that there are people who are worse off than I am.
Therefore, I am willing to share my story, hoping
that everyone will be reminded to pay attention to
their health.”
Zhi Yen, who is a recipient of Tzu Chi’s “Filial
Piety Award”, attends to his father every day after
school. The 14-year-old said, “Taking care of my
father is my responsibility. I don’t ﬁnd it difﬁcult,
nor would I complain.”
The volunteers prepared a 3D paper model
of a house and handed it to Zhi Yen to be presented
to his parents. As Zhi Yen knelt before his parents
with the 3D model in hand, Soo Teng was close
to tears, while Foung Khung felt reassured by her
son’s ﬁlial gesture. The family’s story was greeted
with effusive applause from the audience – the
warmest form of encouragement and blessing they
could ever receive.
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Attendees have their say

Ms Anne Hung , Representative, Taipei Economic and Cultural Ofﬁce in Malaysia
Ms Anne Hung, the newly-appointed Taipei Economic
and Cultural Ofﬁce in Malaysia Representative, set
foot in KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si Hall for the ﬁrst time on
December 23, 2018, to attend the Year-end Blessing
Ceremony. She expressed her delight in participating
in Tzu Chi’s events and commended Tzu Chi’s
contributions to society, especially its international
disaster relief efforts. She said, “Tzu Chi is an
embodiment of Taiwan’s soft cultural power. Love
knows no boundaries; wherever disaster strikes, Tzu
Chi people will be there to the rescue.”
Ms Hung encouraged all present to join the ranks of volunteers, and even personally presented
a donation as a token of recognition of Tzu Chi’s service to society. She said, “As reﬂected in the
Master’s wise words on the unpredictability of life and living in the moment, everyone has spiritual
needs to be fulﬁlled in this age of the industrial society. Hence, physical and mental well-being is
attained by giving back to society. I would like to thank Tzu Chi for its contributions to Taiwan and
the international community. I will take part in Tzu Chi’s events often.”

Ng Kah Yen , attendee
Ng Kah Yen (right) is a young mother who attended
the Year-end Blessing Ceremony with her daughter for
the ﬁrst time. In June 2018, she was diagnosed with
breast cancer in the 31st week of her pregnancy. She
is grateful for the care and companionship offered by
Tzu Chi volunteers during that distressing episode in
her life. Now a member of the Tzu Chi Cancer Support
Group, she once aspired to serve as a volunteer, but
doubted her own ability to fulﬁl the obligations that
come with the role. Inspired by the video screenings
and stories shared by the care recipients, she realized
that she is capable of serving others after making due arrangements to her schedule.
“Living with illness is a difﬁcult journey. I will be undergoing treatment starting next month. I aspire
to become a volunteer after I recover.” She hopes to perform more charitable deeds to repay society,
as committing to a small act of charity a day culminates in an abundance of blessings over time.
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Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony

Chiang Sin Leng , attendee
Subang-based Chiang Sin Leng was a ﬁrst-timer at
the Year-end Blessing Ceremony, and was keen to
dedicate her red envelope of blessings and wisdom
to her mother. She said, “My mother was diagnosed
with a myoﬁbroblastic tumour in August. She is
currently on electrotherapy after having undergone
surgery in October. I hope that the red envelope
will grant her positive strength and bless her with a
speedy recovery.”
She was moved by the story of Chien Zhi Yen and his
ﬁlial deeds. Choking up with tears, she said, “Those
with illnesses endure a great deal of suffering that we can never comprehend. I am aware that love
and care are of utmost importance, so I am patiently staying by my mother’s side to express our
family’s love for her; taking care of my mother is my responsibility.”

Tang Wai Cheong , attendee
Tang Wai Cheong, who hails from Cheras, had his
curiosity piqued after learning that red packets
would be distributed at the event, and came to ﬁnd
out for himself. Instead of feeling disappointed upon
receiving a red envelope that differed in contents from
the conventional ones received during Chinese New
Year, he felt happy and appreciative. “I didn’t receive
the ‘red packet’ I expected, but it is a red envelope
containing blessings from the Master. I will keep it
with care.” The warm reception by the volunteers left
a lasting impression on him.
Having witnessed the selﬂess service of the volunteers in times of disaster during the screening of
“Tzu Chi 2018 Year in Review”, Wai Cheong said, “It is hard to imagine that there are so many
passionate and kind-hearted individuals who are willing to take the initiative, because I feel that
people nowadays are aloof and selﬁsh – myself included.”
“We should cultivate a compassionate heart. I am planning to accept my friend’s invitation to
participate in voluntary service at a centre for the disabled in Kuala Kubu Bharu next month.”
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Aishah, teacher, Harmony Refugee School
Aishah, a teacher at Harmony Refugee
School, Selayang, is a refugee from
Myanmar herself. She learnt from her
encounter with Tzu Chi to count her
blessings. During the screening of
“Tzu Chi 2018 Year in Review”, she
was moved by the scenes depicting the
selﬂess service of Tzu Chi volunteers,
particularly in international disaster
relief efforts. She said, “Tzu Chi has
always strived to help those in need,
regardless of colour or creed. I am
deeply touched.”
Aishah admires the uniform worn by
the volunteers at the free clinic sessions she attended, and hopes that one day, she will be able
to don the uniform and help the needy.

Maira and Iqra, attendees
Maira (right), a refugee who originates
from Pakistan, has been living in
Malaysia for two years. Her mother is
a care recipient and is diagnosed with
spondylosis. With assistance from Tzu
Chi, she had received ﬁnancial aid
from UNHCR for medical treatment,
and is now on the road to recovery.
After watching the screening of “Tzu
Chi 2018 Year in Review”, Maira was
deeply moved by Tzu Chi’s persistence
in offering aid to the needy, regardless
of race or religion. Maira’s younger
sister, Iqra (left), was fascinated by the
red envelope of blessing and wisdom,
having received it for the ﬁrst time. The sisters were positively enlightened after learning about the
signiﬁcance of the red envelope of blessing and wisdom.
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Discovering a world of stories
By Lau Chew Leng & Tan Kim Hion

Translated by Choo Suet Fun

Photograph by Lim Chin Shein

An invitation to a storytelling session is a delight to eager children and curious parents, as they
venture into the world of stories.

R

eading a story opens up a brand new world.
Such is the enduring charm of children’s
literature. A storytelling space was specially
installed at the Year-end Blessing Ceremony at
the KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si Hall, hosting storytelling
sessions conducted by educators and volunteers,
who introduced visitors to an array of children’s
storybooks.

The fascinating world of fables
Before launching into the story at hand, the
teacher portrayed the part of a character from the
story – a little piglet – to capture the attention
of the young audience. In return, the children
and their parents did not hesitate to respond

enthusiastically to the teacher’s prompts.
Adopting a lively tone and expressive
physical gestures, the teacher transitioned
seamlessly between role-playing the different
animal characters featured in the story, from the
little piglet to the big bad wolf and even the black
bear. The animated narration and imaginative
storyline aroused the interest of both children
and parents alike. Joyful laughter resonated
throughout the entire storytelling session, from
start to ﬁnish.
“I have never encountered such children’s
fables before, nor have I ever read any children’s
pictorial books. It turns out children’s fables
are not only enjoyable, but also uplifting,” said
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wheelchair-bound, 26-year-old Lim Yoke Sim.
As far as she could recall, fairy tales were largely
absent from her childhood. Her most prominent
memories were of being conﬁned to a wheelchair
and enduring a host of illnesses and pain, after
coming down with a high fever at the age of
seven which resulted in nerve damage that left her
paralysed from the waist down. Children’s fables
and fairy tales only existed in a distant universe
beyond her reach.
Yoke Sim attended the Year-end Blessing
Ceremony on December 23, 2018 with her
mother at the invitation of volunteers. They
chanced upon the storytelling space, and
participated in the storytelling session, which
not only brought back recollections of childhood
innocence, but also enabled her to experience
the joy, vibrancy and warmth of the storybook
animal world.
The story of the little piglet resonated deeply
with Yoke Sim, as she could empathize with the
power of love in cultivating kindness, courage
and wisdom within the little piglet. Courtesy of
her own mother’s love, companionship and care,
she became more proactive and optimistic; her
mother’s love bestowed her with the strength to
overcome all hurdles.
Through the little piglet’s shrewdness in
defending itself against the villain of the story,
Yoke Sim learnt to always keep her guard up,
and not shy away from adversity but tackle it
with wisdom instead. She noted that children’s
stories are not merely ﬁctional creations, but
also enable one to derive many life lessons.
She believes that scenes from fairy tales
will indeed come true in real life, when life is
not dictated by limited mobility on a wheelchair
and various ailments, but is livened up by
happiness and exuberance all around. Besides
expressing her hope to partake in more similar
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storytelling events, she also intends to share her
thoughts on the event on Facebook.

Sparking inspiration for stories
As soon as Kong Kok Chuen set foot into
the classroom with his two young sons, the boys
were intrigued by the creative storytelling props
on display, and promptly proceeded to explore
them.
In the story “The Lake Monster”, volunteers
brought the lake monster’s world to life through
a drama presentation. The fable tells of a lake
monster’s persistence in the face of loneliness,
and remains undaunted even as it witnesses its
fellow creatures succumbing to drought and
isolation. By the end of the story, the lake monster
manages to overcome all obstacles, but at the cost
of transforming into a small water droplet itself.
The moving sentiments of the story
reverberated in Kok Chuen’s heart even after
the story had ended. He was in awe of the multidimensional capacity of children’s storybooks
which not only contain mythological elements,
but also embody a source of motivation and
inspiration.
Kok Chuen has been bonding with his sons
over bedtime stories for years. This bedtime ritual
is also time spent with his sons that he treasures
the most. Yet, he admitted that his knowledge of
children’s storybooks is limited to the likes of
“Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Wolf” and
superhero stories that he has made up himself.
However, one’s imagination will eventually
be exhausted, likely leading to a dearth of tales
to tell. Kok Chuen was surprised to discover
that children’s literature can be suitable and
memorable for grown-ups and children alike,
particularly stories that highly reﬂect real-life
scenarios and impart positive values, such as,
courage in the face of adversity and integrity.

Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony
Kok Chuen also commended “The Lake
Monster” as exemplary for forgoing elements
of sci-ﬁ and brutal violence, and for conveying

the essence of humanity and noble aspirations.
He was relieved to have ﬁnally found the ideal
bedtime story for his sons.

The purveyor of stories
By Tan Kim Hion

Translated by Choo Suet Fun

Photograph by Chia Shin Huan

The President of the Association of Children’s Literature in Malaysia, Dr Wong Sien Biang, visited the
KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si Hall with his two children to introduce landmark works of children’s literature,
which received encouraging response.

T

he President of the Association of Children’s
Literature in Malaysia, Dr Wong Sien
Biang, who is also the driving force behind the
storytelling space, visited KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si
Hall on December 15 and 16 to share with the
audience “Seton Animal Chronicles”.
Dr Wong’s heartfelt wish is to introduce
quality reading materials to adults and children
and spread the joy of reading at the Year-end
Blessing Ceremony. Although there is a preconceived notion that children these days are
averse to reading and prefer swiping smartphone
screens instead, Dr Wong has been actively
propagating the reading habit among children,
with satisfactory results. “Children like to read,
but adults are not adept at their role of introducing
quality books to children,” he concluded.

Inculcating the reading habit
Dr Wong and members of the Association
of Children’s Literature in Malaysia have been
striving hard to source for child-friendly reading
materials, particularly quality children’s literature.
Based on years of experience, Dr Wong opined
that three conditions are required to inculcate
the reading habit in children: ﬁrstly, a supply of
quality books; secondly, spending time to read

Dr Wong Sien Biang inaugurated the storytelling space
to promote the reading habit among children, and hoped
that the storytelling sessions will make for quality reading
and bonding time for parents and children.

with children; and lastly, a conducive reading
environment.
Wong Hock Hui, a Form 6 student, presented
a story to the audience at the storytelling space
with his father, Dr Wong. He revealed himself to
be an avid reader, having grown up surrounded
by books, thanks to his father’s inﬂuence.
Reading broadens the horizons of young
readers, making selecting quality books for
children and reading with them an activity that
parents earnestly look forward to.
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Tapping into the inner wellspring
By Tzu Chi Documenting Team

Translated by Lee Hui Yieng

Photograph by Lai Jih Chuan

An additional game section, “FUN Spinning to Welcome Blessings” was installed at the 2018 Yearend Blessing Ceremony held at the KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si Hall, allowing participants to unearth their
own “treasure” to dispel bad habits and welcome blessings in the New Year.

T

he game section was buzzing with
activities. Participants had to locate
the game stations along a designated route
based on the “treasure map” provided. At
each station, a stamp would be rewarded for
successfully completing the challenge. Upon
collecting four stamps, the participants were
entitled to redeem a “treasure of wisdom” at
the “Welcoming Blessings” area.
The person-in-charge of the game section,
Teh Wee Siew, said that all challenges were
closely related to the “Five Poisons” (greed,
anger, ignorance, arrogance, doubt), except for
one that used ball-pitching to signify getting
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rid of bad habits. A poster elaborating on the
“Five Poisons” was set up at the entrance
of the game section, complemented by the
volunteers’ explanation that all bad words and
deeds are manifestations of the “Five Poisons”:
greed includes the desire for fame and
status, indulging in materialistic desires, and
gambling; anger stems from a quick temper;
ignorance means giving in to ﬂattery and being
unable to discern right from wrong; belittling
others shows arrogance; doubt arises from
being superstitious and distrustful. The easyto-understand explanations facilitated a more
immersive experience for the participants.

Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony
Avoiding the trap of bad habits
“The games were fun, meaningful and welldesigned. They reminded me of my childhood.”
For Low Pin and his wife, Tam Kan Kee,
who are both in their 70s, the games not only
offered fun and enjoyment, but also prompted
heartfelt contemplations. When playing “Change
Your Destiny”, Kan Kee observed the marble
rolling into “traps” labelled “glutton”, “shorttempered”, “TV addict”, “playful”, “selﬁsh”,
“spendthrift”, “sleeping in”, etc. She could not
help feeling embarrassed, and confessed with
a sheepish smile, “True enough, my bad habits
are gluttony, being playful, procrastinating when
getting out of bed in the morning, and being shorttempered.”
Low Pin quickly added, “This game
reminds one to discard bad habits. It serves to
keep us in check.”
Kan Kee admitted that she used to take her

bad habits lightly, but was instantly enlightened
by the Jing Si Aphorism on the box containing the
“Change Your Destiny” game: “The wealthiest
person is the one who stays contented and is
liberated from desires.”
“Before losing my temper again, I will
calm down and think ﬁrst; I need to change my
bad temper after all.” Kan Kee initially planned
on going vegetarian, but to accommodate her
children’s non-vegetarian diet, she resorts to
eating only vegetarian-compliant components
from every dish.
Kan Kee was heartbroken over the frequent
occurrences of natural and man-made disasters
shown in the screening of “Tzu Chi 2018 Year
in Review”. When she realized that practising
vegetarianism and engaging in recycling efforts
can save the Earth, she looked forward to
becoming a lacto-ovo vegetarian. On the other
hand, Low Pin remarked that although he and

A grandmother having a delightful time attempting one of the game segments with a pair of “binoculars” made from
recycled paper cups. [Photograph by Lai Jih Chuan]
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his wife are unable to help out at the recycling
centre due to time constraints, they would
continue to collect recyclables at home in an
effort to protect the Earth.
“We should gather the determination to
perform virtuous deeds and discard negative
habitual tendencies. We have gained many
‘treasures’ today; and we will take special care of
the ‘treasure map’ and the Master’s red envelope
of blessing and wisdom.” The couple decided to
display the “treasure map” at a noticeable spot
to remind themselves not to fall into “traps” – a
lesson learnt from the games.

Finding treasures in the heart
Volunteer Lee Kia How, his wife, Chan Yen
Lu, and their three children greatly enjoyed the
games. Kia How was especially touched by the
game, “Forbearance – Key to Harmony”.
“Forbearance – Key to Harmony” was a
game of removing one block at a time from a
tower of blocks. Each block was colour-coded
to represent various emotions: red symbolized
anger, purple symbolized mild anger, green
symbolized empathy, and blue symbolized
forgiveness. Firstly, the player would draw a
paper slip describing a situation in daily life.
Then, he or she would choose which emotion to
adopt in dealing with the given situation, before
removing a block in the colour that corresponds
to the chosen emotion – all while ensuring the
tower would not collapse.
Kia How’s paper slip read: “Would you get
angry if your spouse came home late from work
without informing you in advance?” Kia How
could relate closely to this scenario.
“Yes, I would! No matter how busy we
are, we should maintain communication to
avoid causing worry to the other party,” said
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Kia How. He recalled getting angry over
conﬂicting opinions with his wife on work or
family matters.
Our mind tends to be easily swayed
whenever problems arise. How then should we
handle them prudently to avoid losing grip on
our values? Participating in the game alerted
Kia How to stay vigilant in guarding one’s own
principles.
He also revealed that after some
introspective reﬂection, he hoped to eliminate
his arrogance the most. He often criticizes
others’ mistakes and thinks of himself as
superior to everyone else. The game made him
realize that “a devious mind perceives only the
evil in others; a Buddha’s mind perceives only
the good in others”.
As Kia How helped to plan and set up the
game section, he was familiar with the message
conveyed in each game. But he appreciated the
importance of these messages even more as he
participated in the games with his family. When
his wife, Yen Lu participated in a game alongside
their daughter, she felt a sudden urge to ﬁnish the
game for her daughter as her daughter was less
adept at it.
However, Yen Lu came to realize her own
impatience and became mindful of it, as she felt
that such habitual tendencies, albeit trivial, could
eventually form a bad habit if she does not change
for the better now.

Transforming desire into the will to give
Amaravathy a/p Krishnan, a single mother,
brought along eight of her children to attend the
Year-end Blessing Ceremony, hoping to expose
them to an environment brimming with positivity
and harmony. She and her children had a great
time participating in the games.

Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony
Amaravathy learnt from the games that
dispelling bad habits is possible. She professed
to like shopping, but when the marble landed
in the “trap” labelled “spendthrift”, a volunteer
explained to her that excessive spending is a vice
as it results in waste.
“Greed can be curbed. Plan your purchases
wisely to avoid unnecessary spending.”
Amaravathy agreed with the volunteer that it is
more meaningful to save money for charitable
purposes. She was inspired to spend less and save
money to help those in need after observing the
volunteers’ selﬂess giving during the screening of
“Tzu Chi 2018 Year in Review”.
It was a happy and meaningful day for
Amaravathy because she enjoyed the games with
her children and gained a spiritual treasure – a
reminder to herself to curb greedy desires and
transform them into the will to give.

Ten-year-old Yap Jia Qi took advantage
of the school holidays to travel from Ipoh to
attend the Year-end Blessing Ceremony with
her mother, grandmother and brother. After
trying her hand at the “Discarding Habitual
Tendencies” game, Jia Qi expressed her hope
to discard her bad habit of gossiping. She said,
“Whenever my classmates bully me, I talk bad
about them. I will learn not to gossip about
others and not be arrogant.”
The pleasure from participating in games
is temporary, but transforming the wisdom
gained into action by changing for the better
reaps a lifelong treasure that will beneﬁt
one greatly. This year’s Year-end Blessing
Ceremony was a very special occasion, as all
attendees were granted the opportunity to ﬁnd
treasures residing within their hearts and bring
home an abundance of blessings.

In one of the game segments, Yap Jia Qi (1st from left) learnt to swallow her pride and cooperate with her younger
brother to transfer a ping-pong ball from one end to the other. [Photograph by Boon Wui Kong]
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Exploring a
wide range of
hands-on
trial sessions
[Photograph by Wang Kum Choon]

Tzu Chi Continuing Education
Centre arranged for a series of
activities, from vegetarian cooking
demonstration
and
Chinese
instrumental music performance, to
trial lessons for Decoupage, ﬂower
arrangement, Zentangle, Chinese
knot, and more, for the visitors to
explore their interests and experience
what the classes are like.
[Photograph by Goh Tok Meng]
[Photograph by Lee Kok Keong]
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Ushering in the New Year with
Wisdom and Harmony

Decoupage
The Decoupage trial session allowed the
participants to create their own unique mugs,
pouches and other items by decorating them with
beautiful paper cutouts. Ding Hong Eng, a student
of Tzu Chi Continuing Education Centre, took
the opportunity to explore various lessons, such
as, ﬂower arrangement and Decoupage. After
decorating the pouch for the stainless steel straw
that she purchased on the spot, she exclaimed
happily, “Plastic straws are not environmentallyfriendly. We should switch to using reusable straws.
While exposing myself to a new skill, I am also
contributing to a good cause!”

Zentangle

Originating from the US, Zentangle is an easy-to-learn,
relaxing and fun way to create beautiful images using
repetitive patterns. Participant Koh Shiau Ching shared that
she has seen autistic and hyperactive kids developing their
concentration through Zentangle. Thus, as a Department
Head, who has to deal with a lot of work pressure, she
hopes to ﬁnd peace within through the drawing, so that
she would be able to see things clearly and would not
deviate from the right direction in life.

Flower arrangement

The ﬂower arrangement team especially came
up with three designs for the Chinese New Year.
Other than offering trial lesson, the volunteers
also sold their creations to raise funds for Tzu Chi
International School Kuala Lumpur.
Arayee (left), a Tzu Chi donor, had specially taken
leave from work to attend the Year-end Blessing
Ceremony in the company of her friend Anjalai
(right). Both of them purchased a Chinese New
Year centrepiece and expressed in unison, “We
wish to donate for a good cause.” For Arayee, it was
also a way for her to sow blessings for her teenage
grandchild who passed away recently.
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Celebrating the Year-end Distribution
as One Family
By Tzu Chi Documenting Team
Photograph by Lee Kin Chee

Translated by Lee Hui Yieng

At the year-end distribution event, some attendees bravely shared their heartfelt sentiments
on-stage, while others presented a “Thank You” card as a token of gratitude to those who
matter in their life. A loving hug wipes away tears and bitter memories of the past that have
been long kept to oneself. The company of others helps us to better deal with the low points
in our life.
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O

n January 6, 2019, Tzu Chi Malacca held
its annual year-end distribution event,
bringing together volunteers and care recipients
to celebrate the dawn of the new year. Early in
the morning, 61 tables were set up at the dining
hall where breakfast was served. Spring festival
couplet calligraphy, free haircuts, medical
services and a pre-loved item giveaway were
included in the programme for the event.
The “God of Prosperity” made an
appearance to encourage vegetarianism,
besides delivering blessings. Members of the
Malaysia Solid Waste Corporation (SWCorp)
were also actively promoting recycling efforts
to save the Earth.
Some participants have been attending the
event yearly for the last 10-plus years, whereas
some joined for the ﬁrst time. Joyful greetings
were exchanged between familiar faces. Time
ﬂew by so quickly that it has turned a child
into a teenager and left the elderly with white
hair aplenty.
The event was attended by 541 people
and 470 volunteers were on duty to provide
attentive, nearly one-to-one service. The event
was graced by Malacca Health and Anti-Drug
Committee Chairman and State Assemblyman,
YB Low Chee Leong, who attended on behalf
of the Chief Minister. Guests from various
organizations were also present in addition to
media personnel from several newspapers and
TV stations who came to report on the virtuous
occasion.

Offering wishes of blissfulness
Four volunteers dressed as “God of
Prosperity” walked around to greet the
guests while inviting everyone to embrace
vegetarianism. Some were attracted by the photo

frames held by the “Gods of Prosperity” and
excitedly took photos with them, while some
laughed heartily listening to their interesting
conversations.
Normala Leman and her two sisters, who
participated in the event for the ﬁrst time, not
only posed for a photograph with the “Gods of
Prosperity”, but also pledged to go vegetarian
for four days.
“The volunteers told us that carbon
emissions saved from observing a vegetarian
diet for four days is equivalent to planting a tree.
Moreover, I just learnt through the sketch that
even NBA players can go vegan without their
stamina being affected! So I would like to give it
a try too, and I will promote the idea to my friends
via Facebook,” said a happy Normala.
In fact, volunteers have shared about the
beneﬁts of vegetarianism and the importance
of recycling with Normala’s family since they
came into contact with the family two years ago.
However, despite knowing that a vegetarian
diet is good for health and the environment, the
family could not fully observe a vegetarian diet.
Now, Normala is more convinced and hopes
to gradually embrace vegetarianism, thereby
contributing towards the mitigation of global
warming.

Grateful for a helping hand
in times of adversity
Apart from the screening of the “Tzu
Chi 2018 Year in Review” video, other stage
performances were presented, including a drama
performance by the volunteers to advocate for
vegetarianism, as well as dance, martial arts and
lion dance performances.
There was an additional “Giving Gratitude”
segment in the event for care recipients to write
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The annual year-end distribution event was held on January 6, 2019. Tzu Chi volunteers and all care recipients gathered
to celebrate the New Year. [Photograph by Pang Yi Xiang]

“Thank you for your help and care. I am
very grateful for your frequent visits and I truly
feel very happy.”
“Thank you for your continuous help, care
and suggestions on improving our life…”
In the low points of life, understanding
and support from others motivate us to keep
moving forward, while waiting for the light at
the end of the tunnel.

Ho Thian Lai expressed his gratitude to Tzu Chi.
[Photograph by Quek Kah Hoon]

a message of gratitude to those they wished to
thank. Some of the messages read: “Thank you
for improving our living conditions, alleviating
our burden and inﬂuencing my daughter to be
more sensible and well-behaved. For that, I am
grateful, and I thank Tzu Chi with all my heart.”
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Holistic care for a stroke patient
Wheelchair-bound, 58-year-old Ho Thian
Lai attended the event for the ﬁrst time and was
uplifted by the festive atmosphere.
“Tzu Chi helped me immensely by
guiding me towards the right path. Without
them, I would be lost…”
More than a year ago, Thian Lai suffered a
stroke and became bedridden, causing his family
to struggle for their livelihood. As breadwinner of
the family, he felt like all hope in life was lost.

Celebrating the Year-end Distribution as One Family
However in 2018, a friend introduced him to Tzu
Chi in a time of need, bringing hope to his life.
He wrote on the card: “Thanks for turning
my life around from when I could not walk to
where I can take care of myself independently.
Thank you very much.”
Besides taking it as a form of rehabilitative
exercise, working at the recycling point opened
up his heart. With gratitude, all three of his family
members became Tzu Chi donors and adopted a
bamboo bank each. Thian Lai hopes to give back
to society when he recovers.

Appreciating simple happiness through
renewed afﬁnity
“I knew about Tzu Chi since 15 years ago.”
Recounting his afﬁnity with Tzu Chi, Lee Leong
Meng still remembers Tzu Chi’s help in his time
of need.
At that time, his uncle suffered from brain
cancer and blindness. Tzu Chi subsidized his
nursing home expenses. In March 2018, Leong
Meng almost lost his left leg in an accident
when working at a construction site. Luckily,
he managed to keep his leg after four rounds of
surgery but was unable to work due to his limited
mobility. With the government’s welfare handouts
and Tzu Chi’s subsidy in living expenses, the
family’s ﬁnancial burden was relieved.
Difﬁcult times hit the family hard.
Volunteers installed Da Ai TV in their home
so that Leong Meng and his mother could gain
positive strength from the programmes. When the
doctor informed Leong Meng that he needed at
least six months for recovery, he accepted it with
an open heart.
Leong Meng was very happy to celebrate
the New Year with many people of different
races. He said, “After seeing so many people

in wheelchairs too, I feel blessed to be able to
walk soon, but some of them might never walk
again…” Counting his blessings, he silently
wished, “I hope to recover and get a job soon to
live in the moment.”

A close companionship built on
mutual kindness
Care recipient Roslina binti Ahmad made
her way to fetch Norila binti Bujang to attend the
year-end distribution event.
The joyful singing, encouraging applause
and the entertaining “God of Prosperity”
brought a smile to Norila’s face. She said, “I
am not welcomed anywhere else but here, I
feel accepted, and people of various races are
present. I am so happy.”
Norila’s legs were amputated due to diabetes.
She lives with her paralysed sister, Azizah binti
Bujang, as both their husbands had passed away.
They had been care recipients of Tzu Chi Tampin
since 2011 and when they moved to Malacca in
2018, they were transferred to Tzu Chi Malacca.
Both are very grateful to Tzu Chi volunteers for
cleaning up their house after a ﬂood once.
“We have been receiving Tzu Chi’s aid for
nearly ten years now. They are very sincere in
helping us and even arranged for a friend to fetch
me here. I am very thankful for the volunteers’
home visits and care. Thank you very much.”
When Roslina learnt from the volunteers
that Norila spends most of her time staring out
the window from her bed due to her disability,
she offered to fetch Norila to the event out of
kindness. She then discovered that Norila is a
friend of hers from many years ago.
Roslina said that her husband also lost one
of his legs and received Tzu Chi’s help throughout
his dialysis treatment. Even though her husband
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had passed away, she still keeps a wheelchair
ready in her car to help others. “I have beneﬁtted
from others, hence I hope to repay the kindness
by helping others as well.”
Norila and Roslina thought that they were
likely the only people of a different race at the
event, but the volunteers ensured that they were
not left out; and they were surprised by the lively
atmosphere of the event. Moved by the positive
energy around her, Norila even expressed her
wish to be a volunteer.

Comforting the soul matters more than
material relief
During the “Giving Gratitude” segment,
Norlizawati binti Selamat willingly went on
stage to share her story.
With her and her husband’s meagre income,
Norlizawati struggles with the expenditure
incurred in taking care of her parents-in-law,
who suffered from stroke, even with the help
of her mother, who is living with her, and the
compassionate love of her sisters. To meet her

Norlizawati (3rd from left, in green headscarf) attended
the event with her whole family. She seized the
opportunity to thank the volunteers and introduced Tzu
Chi to her family. [Photograph by Teng Swee Ueng]
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needs, Tzu Chi provided her with a ripple mattress
and contributes a monthly supply of adult diapers.
She expressed her gratitude, “Thank you,
Tzu Chi. I feel so fortunate to have Tzu Chi’s
support and motivation regardless of race or
religion. This is not easy. Although the aid
provided is not likely to cost much, it matters a
lot to me.”
She asked Tzu Chi to stop providing aid
after her father-in-law passed away, and singlehandedly borne the care-giving costs involved in
tending to her mother-in-law. Today, she brought
all her family members to the event and took the
opportunity to thank not only the volunteers, but
also her mother and sisters.
“I do not know how to repay my family’s
kindness. I want to take this opportunity to say
thank you and introduce them to the organization
that has helped us.” Her mother was hesitant to
come initially, but eventually felt that attending
the event was worthwhile.

Overcoming obstacles to fulﬁl vows
Some attendees expressed their gratitude
on-stage, some presented “Thank You” cards,
while others translated gratefulness into action.
Despite his limited mobility, Yong Ah Chee from
the Machap Baru Old Folks’ Home attended the
event in his wheelchair with a ﬁlled bamboo
bank and an additional RM200 for donation.
“I spend less and donate the rest, however
little I have, to Tzu Chi.” It warms his heart that
the volunteers clean his room, trim his nails
and express concern for him every month. He
also learnt about the volunteers’ disaster relief
efforts from the news. He wished to repay the
volunteers with gifts but was guided towards
performing charitable deeds instead. Despite
being a Christian, he believes that all religions

The “God of Prosperity” went around to encourage vegetarianism besides delivering blessings. [Photograph by Ng Hock Thai]

teach people to pursue the virtuous path and be
kind to one another.
Ah Chee lives on government welfare
handouts and public donations. He only spends
on necessities and saves the rest into the bamboo
bank. Whenever he contributes to the bamboo
bank, he wishes that the small sums of kindness
can be used to help the needy. “Others have
helped me, so I need to do the same in return.
This is called giving back,” he said.
Bui Thi Ngan, a Vietnamese mother brought
along her 6-year-old child to donate a fully ﬁlled
bamboo bank. As a care recipient and a Tzu Chi
donor, she learnt to be grateful after witnessing
many others who were worse off than herself
at a year-end distribution event. She adopted a
bamboo bank and told her daughter, “Save up
slowly. Many people are poorer and are suffering
more than us, so we should do our best to help.”
With a pure heart, the daughter kept her

mother’s words in mind: “Help those who
suffer more than us.” Whenever her mother
comes home from shopping, she says to her,
“Please give me some loose change to save into
the bamboo bank.” Before long, the fully ﬁlled
bamboo bank has been returned to Tzu Chi.
Tzu
Chi
Malacca
has
helped
approximately 300 households and beneﬁtted
nearly 17,000 people in the past year through
its charitable efforts.
YB Low Chee Leong acknowledged Tzu
Chi’s advocacy work in the charity, medical,
education and humanistic culture areas. He said,
“Regardless of how developed a country and
its society is, underprivileged groups still exist.
We need strength from Tzu Chi volunteers.”
He thinks that Tzu Chi sets a good example in
bringing warmth to society, and hopes that Tzu
Chi continues to spread the spirit of Great Love to
every corner of the world.
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Delivering Blessings to Protect the Environment
Malacca, KL & Selangor

A

2019.01.12 – 01.16

Reported by Tzu Chi Documenting Team
Photograph by Lee Siew Kuan

s
Chinese
New
Year
approaches, Tzu Chi
volunteers distributed
spring couplets of
inspiring quotes to
various communities
and shared Tzu Chi’s
mission review for the
year 2018, as a way
to thank the public
for their support. The
red spring couplets
do not only serve as
festive decorations,
but also as reminders for everyone to have good thoughts, speak kind words, and do good
deeds in the new year.
In groups, volunteers in Kuala Lumpur and Selangor visited commercial and residential
areas, as well as the leprosy centre in Sungai Buloh, to send their well wishes after a half-day
spiritual retreat session at the KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si Hall on January 13, 2019. They also did
not forget brothers and sisters in the Dharma, who for some reasons, could not make it to
the 2018 Year-end Blessing Ceremony. “Sister, we are here to deliver Master Cheng Yen’s
blessings to you!” The volunteers greeted 76-year-old Ng Kim Mooi, who was all smiles as
they visited her home. It touched her deeply and she could not stop thanking the volunteers,
saying, “I was feeling so down thinking that I would not receive the red envelope of blessings
and wisdom from Master this year. What a surprise that you all sent it over to me! The
blessings from Master and care from all of you make this the happiest new year for me
since I started dialysis treatment. I will certainly have a good sleep tonight!”
On the other hand, volunteers in Malacca visited some shop lots on January 12 and 16
to deliver the new year wishes. Having learnt from the Malaysia Solid Waste Corporation
(SWCorp) in October 2018 that 50% of waste in landfills is composed of recyclable
materials, they also seized the opportunity to spread the message of environmental
conservation, in the hope of encouraging everyone to commit to proper resource
management in their daily lives.
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Local News
Inter-religion Year-end Blessing Ceremony
Klang

O

2019.01.12

Reported by Low Hai Loon & Koh Poo Leng

Photograph by Lai Kin Hoong

n January 12, 2019, Tzu Chi Klang organized a Year-end Blessing Ceremony conducted
in Tamil and Malay for the non-Chinese speaking audience. It attracted an audience of 180
people, including a group of 115 teachers and students from a refugee school, who learnt about
Tzu Chi in an earlier medical outreach.
Many of the attendees were moved to tears watching the video footages showing how the
volunteers restored hope in disaster victims all around the world with their selﬂess care and love in
the past one year. They were also impressed by the sutra adaptation performance presented by 25
Indian students from the tuition class initiated by Tzu Chi for needy students. Teacher Radha, who
has been serving in the tuition class, was especially delighted to see her students performing in
synchronized movements on stage. She said, “I always believe that education is essential for these
children to be competitive in society, and more important than knowledge is moral education.
Thus, I encouraged them to take part in this performance, which instilled positive values in them.”
Despite her young age of ten, Heyshika a/p Sudakaran learnt about kindness from the story
that she performed, “It teaches us to speak kind words and refrain from saying harsh words or
getting into conﬂict with others.”
Salleh, a teacher from the refugee school, remarked after the ceremony, “I am truly moved
by the volunteers’ efforts in extending aid to people in Indonesia, Thailand and other countries.
It showed me that we are all equal regardless of our religious faith or social status. Love and
kindness are borderless.” He ﬁrmly believes that one should choose kindness over evil and leave
behind footprints of kindness for the future generations to emulate.
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Cash Aid for New School Year
Keningau

2018.12.30

Reported by Liong Foh Heng & Chong Wun Hong Photograph by Tony Lai

The presentation of cash aid for the 2019
new school year and Year-end Blessing
Ceremony organized by Tzu Chi
Keningau had given the opportunity to
student beneﬁciaries and their families
to receive blessings from Master Cheng
Yen. Dressed in neat school uniforms,
the 78 primary and secondary school
students, together with 148 family
members, attended the event conducted
in the Malay language. Adimin bin
Angga, whose child was a beneﬁciary
of Tzu Chi’s study grant, was touched by the kind deeds of Tzu Chi and became a volunteer. He
urged everyone present to become volunteers and do good deeds. Towards the end of the event,
all attendees, in their own way, offered prayers and enjoyed a vegetarian meal thereafter.

Promoting Vegetarianism and Ethical Eating
Penang

2019.01.11

Reported and photograph by Kwong Yi Chien

In conjunction with the “111 Ethical Eating
Day”, students of Tzu Chi day care centre not
only encouraged vegetarianism among the
people they met, but also prepared vegetarian
meals, pledge cards and posters to invite
their parents to support the campaign. The
6-year-old students of Tzu Chi kindergarten
on the other hand, prepared tiramisu for
their parents and invited them to contribute
to carbon reduction through vegetarianism.
Parent Teoh Siew Li admitted that her whole
family is non-vegetarian but as a show of
support, they were willing to go vegetarian on January 11. The kids also went to the 4-year-old class
and encouraged their juniors to go vegetarian. With a pure and innocent heart, the kids hope that
everyone can become vegetarian and be healthy always.
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Local News
Former Students Help Refurbish School
KL & Selangor

2018.12.25 – 12.29

Reported by Tan Kim Hion & Lim Chin Lan Photograph by Lim Kar Guan

Due to a lack of proper maintenance,
Unity School for refugees faced
numerous issues like leaking pipes,
cracked toilet bowl and cement
ﬂooring, and defective lights and
windows. For the children’s safety,
volunteers – together with the help
of 12 former students – refurbished
the school on Christmas Day.
Everyone hoped to complete the
refurbishment and beautiﬁcation
before the school reopened so that
the students can have a pleasant
environment and peace of mind
during their classes. On the ﬁrst day of the new school term, the reconditioned school welcomed
its students to begin another phase of learning in a more conducive environment.

Cooperation to Provide Medical Care for Refugees
KL & Selangor

2018.12.18

Reported by Lim Chin Lan Photograph by Koh Poo Leng

Tzu Chi and the US Government signed a
3-year plan to help refugees in Malaysia
and Thailand by providing them better
medical care while in a foreign land.
Arising from this, Deputy CEO of Tzu
Chi USA, Debra Boudreaux, and her
team came to Malaysia to visit the two
Tzu-Chi Free Clinics in Klang and
Kuala Lumpur. They had a dialogue
with the local medical team about how
to promote this cause thoroughly and
extensively. Life is tough in a foreign
land. For the physical and mental well-being of the refugees, Tzu Chi volunteers from various
countries will work together to provide much needed care and support.
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Reported by Tzu Chi Documenting Team Translated by Choo Suet Fun
Photographs provided by Tzu Chi Taiwan Headquarters

Taiwan 2019.01.07

Master Cheng Yen Receives Honorary Doctorate

M

aster Cheng Yen, Founder of the Buddhist
Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Foundation,
was conferred an Honorary Doctorate in
Humanities from the National Chung Cheng
University (CCU) on January 7, 2019 at the Dalin
Tzu Chi Hospital, in recognition of her advocacy
for an equal society and selﬂess compassion.
Master Cheng Yen has devoted herself to charity
work in Taiwan as well as overseas for the past 53
years, leading the Tzu Chi community worldwide
in contributing towards healthcare, education,
culture and media, among other sectors in society.
CCU has been collaborating with the Dalin
Tzu Chi Hospital for nearly 20 years in the areas of academic research, education, and healthcare.
Master Cheng Yen expressed her gratefulness towards CCU for the recognition, and humbly
reiterated her belief in selﬂess service and compassion. She credited the honour to the dedicated
support of the international Tzu Chi community.
For half a century, Tzu Chi has overcome countless obstacles and persevered in its journey
to uphold the spirit of charity, driven by the collective efforts of the Tzu Chi community. Master
Cheng Yen also thanked CCU for offering the use of its facilities to Dalin Tzu Chi Hospital for
purposes of conducting academic research.

An overview of honorary doctorate degrees conferred upon Master Cheng Yen
Year of
conferment
1993

Honorary Doctorate in Social Science, Chinese University of Hong Kong

2002

Honorary Doctorate in Society and Culture, National Chiao Tong University, Taiwan

2001
2011

2012
2015
2019
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Degree title, university

Honorary Doctorate in Social Science, University of Hong Kong

Honorary Doctorate in Humanities, University of the East, Philippines

Honorary Doctorate in Social Welfare,
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, Thailand

Honorary Doctorate in Social Development, Naresuan University, Thailand

Honorary Doctorate in Humanities, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan

Global News
Indonesia 2018.12.24 – 12.27, 2019.01.20

Aid for Victims of Sunda Strait Tsunami

A

tsunami engulfed the Sunda Strait on the night of December 22, 2018, resulting in severe
damage to the seaside provinces of Banten and Lampung. As at January 2, 2019, the disaster
had claimed 437 lives, with 14,075 others injured and 10 reported missing, amounting to a total of
36,923 casualties.
The Way Mulih Village, located near the shore off the town of Kalianda, suffered a devastating
aftermath. From December 24 to 26, 2018 and on January 20, 2019, Tzu Chi volunteers arrived at the
disaster site to distribute basic necessities, including 2 tonnes of rice, 80 boxes of dehydrated instant
rice, 250 servings of hot meals, 53 sleeping pads, 30 boxes of mineral water and some clothing.
On December 27, 2018, seven volunteers from Lampung delivered material aid to Legundi
Island with the assistance of navy personnel. Meanwhile, 37 medical personnel and volunteers were
stationed in Sumur, Pandeglang, which was worst-stricken by the disaster, to organize a free clinic
and distribute aid.
A free clinic was also held at a school (SMP Negeri 3 Sumur) in the Tunggal Jaya Village,
providing relief to 81 villagers, while a group of volunteers was on hand to dispense toiletries and
food supplies to disaster victims at another school (SD Kertanegara 01). Another group of volunteers
was on duty at the RSUD Berkah Pandeglang hospital, comforting disaster victims and allocating
monetary aid worth Rp1,000,000 (RM292) each, to 12 recipients.
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Global News
USA

2019.01.09

Tzu Chi USA Granted Accreditation as
an Observer to the UN Environment Assembly
The application by Tzu Chi USA to qualify
as an observer to the United Nations
Environment Assembly (UNEA) has been
approved on January 9, 2019. The Buddhist
Tzu Chi Foundation will now be eligible to
receive information on UNEA meetings,
attend plenary sessions in its capacity as
an observer, as well as contribute yearly
reports. Being a UNEA observer also carries
responsibilities of defending the importance
of environmental conservation in discussions,
besides collaborating with governmental, non-governmental, and faith-based organizations in
related endeavours. In its 53 years of service, Tzu Chi has been upholding the spirit of “co-existing
with the environment” and “purity begins at its source” in carrying out its recycling efforts, and
continues to sustain its mission.
Taiwan

2019.01.05

Douliu Tzu Chi Clinic Upgraded to Hospital Status
The Douliu Tzu Chi Clinic has been
upgraded to its new designation as
Douliu Tzu Chi Hospital on January 5,
2019. The opening ceremony was
graced by the presence of Master
Cheng Yen, and was attended by the
Superintendents of Tzu Chi Hospitals
in Hualien, Taipei, Taichung and Dalin.
The restructured Douliu Tzu Chi
Hospital is the seventh hospital under
Tzu Chi’s purview, and will be led by
the Vice Superintendent of Dalin Tzu
Chi Hospital, Dr Chien Jui-teng. It
offers comprehensive medical services and facilities in addition to the specialist departments of
urology, plastic surgery, ear, nose and throat (ENT), and orthopaedics, among others.
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By Tzu Chi Documenting Team

Translated by Translating Team

Tzu Chi’s Aid Efforts for Syrian Refugees

I

n December 2018, Tzu Chi KL & Selangor
mobilized a volunteer team to Istanbul,
Turkey, to distribute “New Year gifts” to Syrian
refugees and their children. The team consisted
of Berjaya Corporation Bhd’s Founder and
Executive Chairman Tan Sri Vincent Tan; the
Executive Chairman and Founder of Top Glove
Corporation Bhd, Tan Sri Lim Wee Chai, and
his wife, Puan Sri Tong Siew Bee, as well as
members from the Malaysian media.
Echo Chien, CEO of Tzu Chi KL &
Selangor, informed that Master Cheng Yen has
been concerned about the Syrian refugees. Thus,
when the Branch Ofﬁce learnt that a team of
volunteers from Tzu Chi Taiwan Headquarters
would be there in Turkey to extend their care to the
refugees, they decided to join their counterparts.
For two days from December 28, the
volunteers visited a free clinic and the El Menahil
International School set up by Tzu Chi, as well
as the homes of the refugees. They presented
2,000 schoolbags to the Syrian refugee children
studying at the El Menahil International School.
In addition, Vincent Tan also made various
donations to the school, while Lim Wee Chai
donated 50,000 medical gloves to the free clinic.
Associate Professor Dr Zarina Awang,
who took part in the mission, shared, “I am a
Muslim, and they (the refugees) are Muslims. I
am so impressed that Tzu Chi is helping them.
I wish the war will stop and that the children
can go to school. I am so happy that the Turkish
Government is helping the Syrians. I have high
respect for it, and the people who are in this
mission, my Tzu Chi brothers and sisters, as well
as the local Tzu Chi volunteers.”
On December 29, President Erdogan of

A student of the El Menahil International School giving
Malaysian volunteer, Tan Sri Lim Wee Chai, a thankyou kiss after receiving a school bag from Tzu Chi.
[Photograph by David Yu]

Tzu Chi volunteers-in-charge in Turkey, Faisal Hu (2nd
from left) and his wife, Nadya Chou (1st right), shaking
hands with President Erdogan of Turkey. [Photograph
courtesy of Faisal Hu]

Turkey specially took time to meet up with the
Tzu Chi volunteers in Turkey and those from
Malaysia, to commend their efforts.
The collaboration between the Turkish
Government and Tzu Chi has indeed brought
much love and warmth to the refugees amid the
cold winter.
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A journey of truth, revelation and realization

E

xcited and yet apprehensive was how I felt
emerging from Istanbul Ataturk Airport.
Excited because this was my ﬁrst trip to Istanbul
and I was on a Tzu Chi mission. Apprehensive
because of the unknown emotion that awaits me.
For the team of 40-plus of us from Malaysia
who decided to spend the Christmas and New Year
festive break away from home and family, we went
bearing a mission to distribute aids and support to
some 6,000 Syrian refugee families in Sultangazi,
Istanbul. It was a 5-day trip (December 27 – 31,
2018) on an 11-hour direct ﬂight from Kuala
Lumpur to Istanbul.
Coming face to face with thousands of Syrian
aid recipients, bow after bow, hug after hug in the
handing over of the white envelopes containing
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By Yeo Kar Peng

cash cards on the sound of “Hazir, Shukran”, might
have seemed like a very mechanical exercise to
many unknown to Tzu Chi, but for me those brief
moments of contact with these care recipients have
stirred something deep inside me.
Prior to this trip, I read about the Syrian
war, heard many stories related by our
Taiwanese brothers and sisters, and watched
many heart-wrenching videoclips of the war
with cries for help from those injured, and voices
of victims with irreversible physical injuries.
However, none of these had sufﬁciently prepped
me emotionally when I came face to face with
them. These are victims who were lucky enough
to survive the war; escapees, with only a shirt on
their back, who ran from their war-torn homes;

survivors who lost their entire family of loved
ones; professionals and business leaders who lost
their wealth and recognition, and became nobody
in a foreign land; young innocent children with
incomplete family; and scores of those who were
physically injured, ill, and emotionally scarred. I
was no longer just a spectator viewing from the
screen and hearing stories second- or third-hand.
They were there in the ﬂesh, real people that I faced,
touched and hugged who were robbed of their
dignity, went through extreme pain and sufferings,
still plagued by memories of the painful past, have
no identity except being classiﬁed as refugees,
and are now facing a future of uphill battle. I was
emotionally drained and challenged during the
three days that we were in Istanbul. There was a
mixture of anger for those responsible, sorry and
pain for those who suffered, sense of helplessness
and uncertainty not knowing where to start and
how to end their sufferings. I was humbled by what
I saw and learnt, a live lesson on karma, afﬂictions
and impermanence.
During a short break before the next batch
of care recipients arrive, I told myself I was again
thinking too much, letting the cognitive side of my
brain doing all the thinking and talking. Instead
I should be present and let my heart lead. With
a mindset change, the noises in my head kind of
settled. Then I realized feeling sorry will not help
and pity was not what these care recipients wanted.
More importantly, it is our presence that matters
most. Many of them travelled from afar and
walked the distance in thick cold air, not just for
the cash cards but the warm reception, emotional
support and the spirit of comradery. Some just
wanted simply to be hugged, to feel the human
touch and to be reassured. Many children came up
for a cuddle. That was very little that they asked
for and something that we can all give. I sensed
that many of our brothers and sisters shared my

emotion and as time passed, the initial tentative
hugs and handshakes became warmer and longer.
Though we could not communicate in words but
the eye contact and warmth from the human touch
said it all with ceaseless exchanges of “Shukran”.
Tzu Chi’s operation in Istanbul is managed
by Brother Faisal Hu and his wife, Sister Nadya
Chou, and Brother David Yu with the help of
Professor Cuma and support from many Syrian
volunteers. Tirelessly and selﬂessly they carry out
home visits to those in need and respond to calls
for help. There are currently some 7,000 Syrian
refugee families that receive cash aids monthly
or bi-monthly fully funded by Tzu Chi Taiwan.
A heavy ﬁnancial burden to bear but nonetheless
one that Master has agreed to shoulder for her love
of all beings. Meanwhile, Tzu Chi also operates a
free clinic and a school for the Syrian Refugees
in Sultangazi. The free clinic, opened in March
2016, is operated by Tzu Chi but funded by the
Turkish Government. There are some 13 doctors
of various specializations tending to an average

Tan Sri Lim Wee Chai (2nd from right) and his wife, Puan
Sri Tong Siew Bee (1st right), handing over medical gloves
to Tzu Chi Turkey’s volunteers-in-charge, Faisal Hu and his
wife, Nadya Chou, who received them on behalf of the TzuChi Free Clinic in Turkey. [Photograph by David Yu]
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of 300 to 400 Syrian refugee patients daily. At
the El Menahil International School, the number
has grown steadily since inception in 2015 and it
has now reached its maximum capacity of 3,100
Syrian students.
During the trip, we also went out in groups
to visit some Syrian families. The commonalities
are the aged being seriously ill from organ failures,
the adults often jobless and unable to fend for the
young, and children who suddenly found their
role as head of family. Bright young kids who
should be at school, chasing their dreams and full
of curiosity and excitement are instead working
long hours in textile, clothing and shoe factories to
make ends meet. Heartbreaking indeed.
It was in the El Menahil International School
that I found hope and where my spirit was lifted.
There I heard laughter, and saw happy faces

Najwa, who exudes strength, poise and courage.
[Photograph courtesy of Yeo Kar Peng]
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and acts of appreciation and gratefulness. Most
memorable was the meeting with Najwa whom I
came across in one of the video clips but ﬁnally
have the honour to meet in person. Najwa lost
all her 11 immediate family members to the war,
and both her legs in a bomb blast. She was saved
by an NGO and brought to Istanbul to live and
is cared for by her distant relative. Seated in the
room was a young lady full of poise and wearing
a smile that was calming and reassuring instead of
one who has every reason to be angry, resentful,
hateful and revengeful. She exudes strength and
fortitude, and when asked what is her message
to the world leaders, Najwa replied, “Please
stop the war. Losing both my legs and enduring
all the physical pain is nothing compared to
the pain and agony of losing my family.” Her
plea was echoed by all the children who shared
their experiences with us. Many said they hope
to return home to Syria one day. Then I realized
the signiﬁcant impact that the Tzu Chi education
mission had on these children. A mission not only
to educate them but to transform these young
lives by planting the seeds of loving-kindness,
compassion, joy and selﬂess giving in them. I am
conﬁdent that these children would grow up as
compassionate individuals demanding peace and
not war, opting for harmony rather than conﬂict,
tough but not hard. These positive traits are
already evident in their willingness to donate to
help the earthquake victims in Taiwan recently. It
shows they have already developed the capacity
and ability to care and to give. Many of them
also exude inner toughness that will carry them
through life’s uncertainties and challenges. There
has been so much to take away from this trip in
learning about myself, and from the lessons taught
by those resilient Syrians who have been dealt a
severe blow in life. And aptly, this was a journey
of “Truth, Revelation and Realization” for me.

A helping hand

M

By Chan Zhi Hong

ist materialized from my mouth as I
breathed the cold air of Turkey. I bowed
with my hands in front of me, carrying an
envelope. “Shukran,” (which means “thank
you” in Syrian) I said, to the man in front of me,
looking straight into his eyes.
The man picked me up and kissed me on
the forehead, accepting the envelope and saying,
“Thank you, thank you. Thank you very much.”
And in the envelope was money – money to help
them live good lives; money to help them buy
food and pay the rental for their house.
The man was a Syrian refugee. I gave him a
ﬁrm handshake. I was there to give love to them.
An inﬁnite amount of love.
This was Turkey – 97% Asian, 3%
European, and about 2°C. Yes, it was cold.
My family and I had come here to help the

Syrian refugees so that they can live better lives.
A day earlier, we handed out backpacks
to the children in the El Menahil International
School. All of them were refugees from Syria,
but if you looked at the enormous smiles on
their faces, you would never know that they
were refugees.
All the kids in the school had talent. Real
talent. They performed and sang some amazing
and wondrous songs to welcome us to Turkey. If
any of them becomes a world-renowned singer
one day, I would not be surprised.
Other than that, when we were giving out
ﬁnancial aid to the refugees (the adults), a kid
came to me to say thank you. At ﬁrst, I did not
know what he was trying to tell me, but when I
found out, I was very touched. He had come to
say thank you to me just because of a backpack.
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Sometimes, we take things for granted. We
complain because we do not get what we want, but
to the refugees, something little to us is something
big for them.
The following day, we visited some
refugees at their homes. One case we visited
stood out from the others. It was a family of
eight with three boys and three girls. The oldest
child in the family was 18 years old, while the
youngest was 3. They were all born in Syria,
and had escaped to Turkey. Their father was sent
to jail for three years for doing nothing wrong.
After being helped by some organization, their
father was able to go to Turkey. Unfortunately,
the soldiers returned again and asked the kids
where their father was, but they did not know.
Because of all that, the soldiers assumed
that their father was against the party; and the
family, including the kids, soon found themselves
separated from one another in damp cells ﬁlled
with mice.
I could not ﬁnd a reason why the innocent
kids should be sent to jail. Why make them live
in such a miserable place and take away their
dreams? For the rest of their lives, they are

Eleven-year-old Chan Zhi Hong joined his parents to
extend care to the Syrian refugees in Turkey. His father,
Dr Eddie Chan (left), is a Paediatrician and Coordinator
of TIMA KL & Selangor. [Photograph by Fu Wing Hoong]
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probably going to be scared!
It was not until a year later that the family was
released from jail, following a trade made between
the two parties. Then, through a lot of sophisticated
work, the family ﬁnally gained contact with one
another and were reunited in Turkey.
We also learnt that the family had only
moved into the rented room that they lived in for
15 days when we visited. Many of us turned teary
listening to them sharing their encounters. I looked
at the kids’ faces. Their smiles had drifted away,
replaced with a frown. I shared their grief, and was
mad at the people for starting this prolonged war.
I felt sorry for them, and for their father, who had
been beaten up so badly that he is now unable to lift
his hands up above his head.
I also got to meet Ahmed Jned, who is in his
early 20s. He escaped from Syria carrying some
clothes, some essentials, and something that he
truly valued – his test results. He came to Turkey to
seek education, and really wanted to complete his
studies. Unfortunately, when he came to Turkey, he
realized that he needed to work to earn a living.
Now, after his working hours, he would go to
El Menahil International School to learn. In the
future, he wishes to become a pharmacist.
I felt really bad for all these refugees. They
were forced to leave their homes, the place that
they had grown up in; their country, which was
their homeland; all because of the war. And every
one of them had a different story to tell. Some of
them had developed trauma because of the war,
while others had their smiles and expressions
erased off their faces. All the innocent people,
once civilians, are now refugees, just because
of the war. But regardless, they are still human
beings, and should be treated equally.
As one who strongly believes in giving back
to the community, I think it is our responsibility to
help the Syrian refugees in any way we can.
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Reported and photographs by Yong Siew Lee

Translated by Lim Rui Lin

Filling the Home with
Joy and Laughter Again
David Raj and his family were
in a difﬁcult situation after he
suffered a stroke. Fortunately,
after countless physiotherapy
treatments along with the
encouragements from Tzu Chi
volunteers, church members
and loved ones over the course
of more than a year, he has
regained some of his physical
strength and speech abilities.
With Christmas around the
corner, volunteers brought him
a long-anticipated gift…
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n the morning of December 2, 2018, volunteer Tan
Sock Peng visited David Raj a/l Masalamoney’s
house and was greeted with joy by both his 10-year-old son,
Ahgazte Raj, and his wife, Pushpam a/p Arigeesamy.
It was a long-anticipated day for the family, as Tzu Chi
volunteers brought them a Christmas tree!

Pushpam’s wish
A month ago, when Sock Peng casually mentioned about
Christmas decorations with Pushpam, a Catholic, the latter
suddenly asked for a used Christmas tree if there was any found
at the recycling centre. She talked about their earlier days and
remembered that when they were newlyweds more than ten
years ago, David could not afford a Christmas tree so he made

one for his family using a chopped down little tree.
Then, when their children grew up and requested
for a Christmas tree, David decided to make their
dream a reality. He saved up to purchase a purple
Christmas tree. However, it was damaged two years
ago and the year after, David was paralysed. Since
then, the family has been celebrating Christmas
without a Christmas tree.
Knowing that David enjoys decorating a
Christmas tree and that a Christmas tree carries
signiﬁcant meanings to her family, Pushpam
voiced her wish to the volunteers. Eager to grant
Pushpam her wish, Sock Peng requested the
volunteers at the Tzu Chi Ayer Keroh Recyclingcum-Educational Centre to be on the lookout for
a Christmas tree. However, there was none by
the end of November. Then in a conversation
with her husband, Wong Fok Nyin, who is also
a Tzu Chi volunteer, Sock Peng mentioned about
Pushpam’s wish and her husband suggested that
the volunteers could share the cost of a tree if it
was within budget.
Sock Peng was very pleased with this idea
and they, together with a few other volunteers,
bought a Christmas tree for the family. A
volunteer also sponsored fairy lights for the
tree. When Sock Peng’s colleagues learnt about
it, they too, chipped in the kind act by buying
Christmas gifts for the family of ﬁve.
When all were ready, Sock Peng rang
Pushpam to convey the good news and invited the
family to decorate the Christmas tree together.
“I was just asking casually and did not expect
it to come true!” exclaimed a delighted Pushpam.

Reigniting hope and love
The day came for the volunteers and David’s
family to decorate the Christmas tree. Everyone

was excited but did not know what to do with
the decorations. David then advised everyone to
wrap the tree with fairy lights before putting on
the decorations. It was a delightful experience
when the tree was lit up amidst Christmas carols
in the background.
Pushpam recollected that there was a year
that David stayed up the entire night to decorate
the whole house with fairy lights so that he could
surprise the family in the morning. This year
(2018), the same feeling returned to the family.
Now that David is able to move and even decorate
the tree, they can go to church together.
Volunteers then presented to each family
member a Christmas gift, while Sock Peng
presented the family with a handmade Christmas
card made by her daughter. Then everyone

Volunteers, David Raj (right) and his family decorating the
Christmas tree together.
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Before bidding goodbye, Pushpam gave Tan Sock Peng a
thank you hug.

wished the family well, especially for David’s
speedy recovery.
“O…K!” replied David loudly as he
hit everyone’s palm, ﬁlling the home with an
ambience of great motivation.

Healing through love
David used to have high blood pressure
and in November 2017, the right side of his
body was paralysed following a fall after a
stroke. Not only his speech ability and memories
were greatly affected, but with him being the
sole breadwinner of the household, the family
also suffered ﬁnancially. A close relative then
referred his case to Tzu Chi and after visitations
and assessments, Tzu Chi began to subsidize the
family’s living expenses.
Sock Peng remembered the ﬁrst time she
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visited the family, the house was enveloped by
an air of sorrow. She informed that Pushpam was
physically and mentally exhausted from taking
care of her husband, who was lying on the bed
aimlessly, unable to speak except to make some
vowel sounds. David broke down in front of the
volunteers when reﬂecting on the helplessness
and frustrations he faced then.
In March 2018, David started to attend
physiotherapy sessions intensively at the
Social Security Organization of Malaysia’s
Rehabilitation Centre. That, coupled with
encouragements and prayers from church
members and friends, and subsidies from Tzu
Chi plus the volunteers’ companionship and
support, he found the strength and his physical
and speech abilities improved day by day.
In a recent visit by volunteers to the family,
Puspam told Sock Peng that they too, want to help
the needy just like what the volunteers did once
David’s conditions improved. In fact, before David
suffered the stroke, a kind-hearted Pushpam would
share rice or other food with the poor and needy.
She also shared that actually, their youngest
son, Ahgazte, a Primary 4 student, encountered
Tzu Chi even before her. He participated in
recycling at the school when he was in Primary 3.
He had a good impression of Tzu Chi volunteers
and believed that they helped many people. “I am
so happy today! Thank you!” he expressed and
added that he too, wants to help others just like the
volunteers one day.
Gently patting his head, Sock Peng
encouraged him to study hard. She also helped him
and his two brothers to apply for Tzu Chi Study &
Awards Scheme for the next academic year.
To Sock Peng, the little extra efforts by
volunteers were all worthwhile, for it gave the
family a happy Christmas and in return, also
brought much joy to the volunteers.

R ecipe

Chief Cook: Jason Chan

Photograph by Sam Pin Fook

Translated by Chong Pei Fen

Herbal Soup in Coconut Shell
Ingredients:
Solomon’s Seal roots (Yuzhu) ............... 5 slices
(cut into segments)

Chinese artichokes ................................... 5 pcs
Wolfberries .......................................... 3 – 4 pcs
Chinese Angelica roots ............................. 2 pcs
Red dates ......................... 2 pcs (pitted and halved)
Codonopsis roots ............ 2 pcs (cut into segments)
Dried longan .............................................. 2 pcs
Old coconut ................................................. 1 pc
Water ..... depending on the size of the coconut
Seasonings:
Salt .......................................................... to taste

(serves 1)

Preparation:
1. Cut and remove the top of the coconut
shell. Pour out the coconut juice and keep
the top of the shell.
2. Rinse all the other ingredients.
3. Fill the coconut shell with drinking water
until it is ¾ full. Transfer the water into a
small pot and bring to a boil. Add all the
ingredients and transfer them back to the
coconut shell after boiling for a short while.
4. Cover the coconut with the top of the shell
and wrap with aluminium foil. Double boil
for 3 hours on medium heat. Season with
salt and serve while it is hot.
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Translated by Tan Hooi Chien

The Coffee Conundrum
For most 3-in-1 coffee, the ﬁrst ingredient listed is
either creamer or sugar. Creamer is not milk powder,
but a source of trans fat. One way to add some protein
or calcium to coffee is to add some fresh milk to it.

T

here is a hawker centre next to my
neighbourhood market. In the hawker
centre, there is a traditional coffee stall, where
a long queue of customers would be seen every
morning.
A few days ago when I passed by this
coffee stall, one of the helpers raised his hands
and shouted to me, “Kopi C Siu Dai?” In
Singapore, this means coffee with evaporated
milk and less sugar than the Kopi C. Thus, it has
only a tinge of sweetness. Although I did not
plan to get some coffee, I subconsciously replied
with an “Okay” hand gesture. After paying and
exchanging brief greetings, I continued to walk
home with the Kopi C Siu Dai.
A friend complained to me that her father
brought her preschool child to a coffee shop and
let the child have a sip of coffee. As one who
fully heeds experts’ opinions on coffee, she said
to her father, “Caffeine is not good for children.
How could you let such a young kid taste it?”
The father replied, “When you were kids, I
would let you all taste it once in a while also.
Didn’t you grow up well?” Despite disagreeing
with her father, she did not argue further.
After listening to her story, I shared with
her my personal experience and thoughts. A
relative of mine once shared with me that back in
his lower primary school days, he would follow
his grandfather to the coffee shop, and the latter
would pour some coffee on the saucer for him
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to taste. Upon hearing that, I was so excited that
I forgot my manners and interrupted, “I had a
similar experience once when I followed my
dad to the coffee shop!” That was in fact, the
only time in my life. The elders who poured
coffee on saucers for us to drink have long left
us, but strangely, the memories have stayed
with us even after a few decades.
“Chocolate cakes, chocolate buns,
chocolate drinks, dark chocolates, carbonated
drinks and so on, are all sources of caffeine.”
It was when I mentioned this to my friend that
she realized her kid had consumed quite a lot
of caffeine from chocolate products, whereas
she had been so concerned about the coffee her
kid ingested.
When my dad was still around, he
would have a cup of coffee prepared by my
mum daily. My mum would stir and mix the
coffee and condensed milk with a teaspoon,
and despite the strong aroma of the coffee, she
would not take even a sip. That was because
she held her own opinion that coffee was bad
for health. When I grew up, I followed my
mother’s and father’s habits of making and
drinking coffee. The only difference was I did
not use condensed milk. As days passed, I used
less and less sugar. Nowadays, sometimes I
would even go without sugar.
“Oh, you drink Kopi O.” Some people
label Kopi O as a “healthy” choice of coffee and

feel comfortable having more coffee than they
should on days when they do not get enough
sleep. I often say with a smile, “You can add milk
powder, soy milk, evaporated milk or fresh milk
when you make coffee at home.” Every time I
mention these combinations, people would ask
doubtfully, “Is it nice to drink? Coffee with soy
milk (or milk powder) sounds weird!”

Creamer is not milk powder
I have a friend who makes coffee this way
every day – she would put two packets of 3-in-1
white coffee in a big mug, add hot water, stir, and
then add ice cubes into the hot coffee.
We usually ﬁnd creamer or sugar listed as
the ﬁrst ingredient of 3-in-1 coffee. But creamer
is not milk powder although they look very
similar, and it is not a source of protein and
calcium. Instead, it is a source of trans fat. One
way to add some protein or calcium to coffee is
to add some fresh milk to it. The Cappuccinos
and Lattes that are commonly available at coffee
shop chains contain protein. Latte especially, has
higher protein content due to the higher amount
of fresh milk in it.
For readers who love drinking 3-in-1
coffee with hazelnut ﬂavour, you may want
to check the product ingredients on the label
before purchasing to make sure that the
ﬂavour comes from real hazelnuts and not

artiﬁcial ﬂavouring essence.
As a female, I take into consideration
the effects of caffeine in coffee for women
– it inhibits the body’s absorption of iron
and increases the risks of bone loss. For me, I
usually drink coffee in between two meals. But
for those who have not developed the habit of
drinking coffee, I would not recommend them
to do so. Some people come to see me looking
tired, telling me the amount of coffee they need
to take daily to stay focused in their work,
and ask for healthy coffee recommendations.
I understand that they have a lot to cope with
in life, but for those who cannot concentrate
on their work due to insufﬁcient sleep, and are
concerned about healthier coffee choices, I do
not think that is the point. Their problem has
nothing to do with coffee. What their tired body
and mind need is a good sleep.
Nutritional knowledge is meant to be
applied with ﬂexibility in our life, not constrain
us like a rope. For me, some obsessions are
unnecessary. Those who are against drinking
coffee are very critical when a nutritionist goes
for it, while coffee lovers validate their love for
coffee by thinking that it is not harmful to health.
My “Okay” hand gesture to the coffee
stall helper was purely a show of support for
someone who was mindful in his service. That’s
all it was.

Ng Hui Ling
A nutritionist with a Bachelor’s degree in Nutrition and a Master’s degree
in Sports Science, who served at the Singapore Heart Foundation before
becoming self-employed, providing dietary consultations to vegetarians and
writing a nutrition column for a health magazine.
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THE THIRD PRINCIPLE
Give rise to Bodhicitta

Believe in the karmic law of cause and effect
Read and recite the Great Vehicle Sutra

Diligently progress on the Bodhisattva Path

A

CHERISH YOUR BLESSINGS IN THIS LIFE

side from giving rise to Bodhicitta and following the Bodhisattva Path, Buddhist
practitioners must also believe in the karmic law of cause and effect. In the “Chapter
on the Karma of Living Beings” in the Earth Treasury Sutra, the Buddha announced: “If
men and women in the future fail to do good deeds and only do evil; fail to believe in cause
and effect; indulge in sexual misconduct and false, divisive and harsh speech, or slander the
Great Vehicle, beings with karma like that will certainly fall into the evil realms.”
Unenlightened beings often lose sight of their true nature and live as if in a fog or
a dream. They do not know the value of life and do not fear the consequences of the law
of karma, so in their ignorance they create much negative karma. They do not understand
that, whether they do good deeds or commit transgressions, they have to accept the results
of their actions. Hence, in this state of confusion, they do many things they should not do.
To illustrate the importance of even a single word when it comes to the karmic law
of cause and effect, I will cite a story that took place in ancient China, that should serve
as a reminder to us all.
In the Tang dynasty, there was a Zen master named Baizhang Huaihai, who was
famed for stating, “A day without work should be a day without food.” When he gave
lectures at the temple where he was the abbot, a certain white-haired old man was
always in the audience. One day, after the lecture was over, everyone in the audience
left, except for the old man. Venerable Baizhang asked him who he was.
“In fact, I am not a human being,” the old man replied. “Long ago, at the time of
Kasyapa Buddha, I engaged in spiritual cultivation here in the mountains. One of my
disciples asked me, ‘Are great spiritual practitioners bound by the law of karma?’ I replied,
‘They are not bound by the law of karma.’ For that, I have repeatedly been reborn as a fox
for the last 500 years! To this day, I do not know how my answer was wrong! Please be
compassionate and teach me, so I may be freed from existence as a fox.”
Venerable Baizhang replied, “Go ahead and state your question!”
“Are great spiritual practitioners bound by the law of karma?”
“You should have replied, ‘They will not deny the law of karma.’”
The old man heard this and instantly awakened, so he prostrated himself before
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the Zen master. “Master, thanks to your teaching I have been liberated. I live in the
mountains behind the temple. Please bury me with the ritual for a deceased monk.”
The next day, Venerable Baizhang led his students to the mountain in the back and
indeed they found the corpse of a fox in a cave. They cremated the body in a formal
Buddhist ceremony.
The old man had fallen into the animal realm and become a fox due to a mistake
he made through saying a single wrong word. His story is an example of how a small
deviation can take us far off course.
Since we have started to learn the Buddha’s teachings and have understood the
principle of cause and effect, we should follow the Buddha’s instructions and not rush
from moment to moment. We must pay close attention to every thought that stirs in our
minds and everything that we say and do. The fruits we reap will be in accordance with
the causes we plant.

The three periods of cause and effect

The Buddha’s teachings often mention the “three periods of cause and effect”. The
“three periods” refer to the past, present and future. In a longer time frame, they can refer
to the previous life, the current life and the next life. In a shorter time frame, they can
refer to yesterday, today and tomorrow. All these can be the “three periods”. As for cause
and effect, what we sow are “causes”, and the results we receive are “effects”. If we sow
positive causes, we will reap positive effects, and if we sow negative causes, we will reap
negative effects. Take Tzu Chi, for instance. It is the planting of positive causes – the
hard work accomplished over the years by all those who have volunteered and worked
for Tzu Chi – that makes it possible today to reap the positive effects: people all over the
world supporting and encouraging Tzu Chi’s work. But we are constantly moving into the
future, and so we have to keep strengthening our resolve and increasing our efforts. If we
work diligently now, we can look forward to an even better future.
If people believe in the three periods of cause and effect, they will continuously do
the best they can. There is a Chinese saying that states, “People know that there will be
a spring next year, so they save seeds for the coming spring.” To sustain ourselves, we
humans will make provisions for the future. In the same way, “When people believe that
there is a future life to come, they will earnestly cultivate blessings for this future life.”
Today we are able to live in prosperity and be in a country of great freedom because of
the blessings we cultivated in our previous lives. If we want to extend our blessings into
the future, we must diligently plant positive causes now.
This concept of the three periods of cause and effect is not a superstitious belief.
Take for example interpersonal relationships. If we want other people to treat us well in
the present, we would have had to treat them well in the past. If we want to win other
people’s support in the future, we must do the same for them now. In summary, we must
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seize the present to do good and work to beneﬁt everyone.
Several incidents that I witnessed at the Tzu Chi General Hospital testify to the power
of cause and effect. On Chinese New Year’s Eve, several families suffered misfortune.
In one family, a husband and wife went out to do some shopping, but on the way they
had an accident. The husband died on the spot, and the wife, two months pregnant, was
rushed to the ICU. If the wife was saved, it meant two lives would be saved; if not, two
lives would be lost. Even if she survived, she could end up in a vegetative state. As long
as she was breathing, her baby had a chance to survive. However, the situation was not
optimistic and at any time things could take a turn for the worse. It was truly a tragedy.
In the ICU there were two other children. They were around eight or nine years
old. One had been playing with ﬁrecrackers outside his house, and had been struck in the
head by a passing car. The second child had placed a ﬁrecracker in a crevice under a rock,
and when he tried to retrieve it, he was bitten by three poisonous snakes that were hiding
under the rock. He had an older brother, who was also in the hospital!
This older brother had what was called congenital arteriovenous malformation, a
disease characterized by deformed arteries and veins. The illness did not begin to affect
the boy until he was 16. Up to that point, the boy had not had any symptom of the disease;
one day he simply collapsed. He underwent brain surgery at our hospital and seemed to be
recovering well. Then he relapsed just days before Chinese New Year and went into a coma.
With two children in the hospital, the parents were extremely worried. When I went
to visit patients in the hospital, the father said to me, “Master, why I am so unfortunate?
Why have all these misfortunes taken place in my family?”
Under the same sky, some people live in happiness and peace while some experience
misfortune over and over again. This can only be explained as the effect of karma – i.e.,
cause and effect. We must always be careful about what we are thinking and doing in the
present, because as the above examples have shown, the consequences can be enormous.
When we are fortunate, do we think of those who are unfortunate? As Buddhist
practitioners, even if we ourselves live in peace and happiness, we should have
consideration for the less fortunate and plant positive causes in our daily living for the
sake of our future.
During the Chinese New Year, people greet each other with, “Happy New Year, may
you make a fortune!” Good health and fortune are what everyone wants. I certainly hope
you can be blessed with both. But aside from worldly riches, my greater wish is for all of
you to gain an abundance of “spiritual wealth” – spiritual enrichment from the Buddha’s
teachings. In order to obtain abundant spiritual wealth, we ourselves have to diligently
give to and help others. (To be continued in the next issue)

* This article is extracted from the book “Three Ways to the Pure Land (Revised Edition)”.
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M irror of the Heart

By Master Cheng Yen

Drawing by Lee Wee Chong

Loving without Hindrances
P
arents merely have
responsibilities towards their children,
not ownership over them.
We should remain at ease
and let go of our expectations
on how our children should behave.
We should give our children our blessings
and help them to form good aspirations.
The love we have for our children
should be without hindrances;
this is the proper mindset in raising children.
* This article is extracted from the book “Mirror of the Heart”.

Question & Answer

Serene Reﬂection
Between Master Cheng Yen and Mr Bo Yang & Mr Tong Tekong on Love as Clear as Water
March 26, 1990

Mr Bo Yang, whose given name is Guo Yidong, also uses the pen name, Deng Kebao. He graduated
from Northeast University in China. In his early years, he founded the Dadong Daily News in
the city of Shenyang and was an assistant professor at Liaodong College of Humanities and Law.
After he came to Taiwan, he taught at the National Cheng Kung University and National Taiwan
University of the Arts, among others. Mr Bo Yang started his career writing novels and essays. His
recent work on Chinese history is especially unique and distinguished. He has authored more
than 40 books, including “A Foreign Place”, “A History of the Chinese People”, and “The Golden
Triangle, Border Region, the Abandoned Region”. He also translated the classical book “Zizhi
Tongjian” into modern-day language and released it as monthly booklets. Titled “Zizhi Tongjian, the
Bo Yang Edition”, it attracted much attention after it was published in book form.
Professor Tong graduated from China’s National Central University and holds a Doctoral Degree
in History from Columbia University. He authored “A Study of Verbal Chinese History” while at
Columbia University, and is presently the Dean of the Department of Asian Studies at City University
of New York. His published books include “A Memoir of Hu Shih”, which was about the famous
Chinese scholar, “A Dictated Autobiography of Hu Shih”, and “Dust at the End of the 1950s”, among
other subjects. Professor Tong is widely known both in Taiwan and abroad; he is also an authority on
modern Chinese history, as well as the classic Chinese novel “Dream of the Red Chamber”.

Mr Bo Yang: I have been looking forward to meeting you, Master. I admire you greatly. On the

way here, a gentleman sitting beside me on the train, Mr Hsiao, asked me why I travelled such a long
way to visit Tzu Chi. I replied, “It is not far for me. There are others who have travelled from farther
away: Professor Tang came from New York, Dr Lee came from Brazil, Mr Lin came from Canada…”
Your town, Hualien, radiates light and warmth, which has spread to Taipei, then to the entire island of
Taiwan, and now even to the whole world. We had always hoped that people like you, and feats like
yours, would appear in our society.

Master Cheng Yen: Actually, I am just an ordinary person doing my share. Everything that

Tzu Chi has done is the combined effort and dedication of many people. It is not just my doing.

Mr Bo Yang: I am very sorry for coming here so late. It may seem like this late visit is superﬂuous,

but in fact we simply found out about Tzu Chi just recently. Thanks to Mr Kao, we are able to be here.
Although late, we are earnest and sincere. Master, you consider yourself ordinary, but I think what the
world needs most is ordinary people like you. I am much older than you, Master, and have seen many big
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shots in society. There are far too many people who consider themselves very important. That is why
the world is in chaos.
Take parents nowadays as an example – many hope their daughters will marry men with wealth,
stature or potential. However, a friend of mine hopes that his daughter will marry someone
who is mentally and physically healthy. I was very surprised to hear that! Everyone likes to
be surrounded by successful people; ordinary people are often easily forgotten. However, if
everyone humbly considers himself or herself ordinary, I believe we will all be safe and peaceful.

Master Cheng Yen: It is a blessing to be safe and healthy. Not long ago, I went to visit
patients at Tzu Chi Hospital. A patient who was also a doctor asked me with tears in his eyes,
“Is it because I am a doctor that I have to go through this sickness in order to feel the pain of
patients?” He had come to realize that sickness is suffering and good health is a blessing. In our
modern society, if everyone could be content and at ease with what is ordinary, that would be a
great blessing.

Mr Bo Yang: I am a Christian.
Master Cheng Yen: There is no boundary between religions. As long as the religions’
concepts are proper and beliefs are ﬁrm, their goals should be similar. Tzu Chi was founded on
the Buddha’s compassion, which includes Great Love. Christianity also talks about Universal
Love. Genuine Universal Love is not bound by race or religion. With thorough conviction, the
religious spirit should be the same. When Tzu Chi Hospital was ﬁrst established, a doctor who
was in charge of setting up the surgical department said, “Master, I am a Christian.” I responded,
“I am not concerned about your being a Christian. I only worry whether you truly and completely
believe in your faith.”

Regardless of their religion, as long as they have proper beliefs, the doctors of Tzu Chi Hospital are
all caring and loving, and they treat their patients with this love. Virtuous religions accommodate
one another. Although a Christian, whenever this outstanding doctor learns that a patient is a
Buddhist, he will say to him or her, “Relax and chant the Buddha’s name.” A good doctor treats
people’s physical illness as well as their mental distress. As human beings, we need to keep our
minds and thoughts pure and simple.

Mr Bo Yang: Thank you for accommodating Christians.
Master Cheng Yen: Actually, it is people of various religious beliefs who are

accommodating me. (To be continued in the next issue)

* The article is extracted from the book “Friends from Afar: Conversations with Dharma Master Cheng Yen”.
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M aster Cheng Yen Tells Stories

The Spiritual Craftsman
A young man travelled through 16 countries and mastered many crafts. Thinking to show off his skills, he
posted an announcement inviting all to come compete with him in any skill they chose. Buddha heard
about it and went to the man’s house, “A wise person is skilled in regulating his own mind and body.”

B

uddha’s disciples came from all sorts of
backgrounds. In Sravasti, there was an able
young man who was barely 20 years old. He
was good with music, board games, literature
and art. He was also skilful in medicine. But the
more he learnt, the less satisﬁed he became, and
so he was never happy. He vowed to learn all
the skills in the world.
He travelled around looking for teachers.
He learnt everything. He wanted to be sure that
he would always have good clothes to wear,
so he became a skilful tailor. So that he would
always have good food to eat, he also became an
excellent chef. He could do things that nobody
else could do, but he was still unhappy and
dissatisﬁed. So he vowed to leave Sravasti and
travel all over the world to learn every kind of
skill imaginable.
He saw someone making bows and
arrows. The craftsman’s movements were
skilful and quick, so that a bow was quickly
ﬁnished and every bow was the same size. The
young man thought the craftsman must be very
accomplished. The young man wanted to learn
this craft, so that if anyone attacked him, he
would have something to defend himself with.
He worked hard until he became even better
than his teacher.
Then the young man saw a sculptor
carving a piece of wood to produce a dragon
that looked like it was alive. He thought this
was a good skill to have, so he threw himself
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wholeheartedly into learning it, and soon
became an excellent woodcarver.
Travelling further, he saw someone
building a boat. He felt that he had learnt many
skills that would be useful on hand, but what if
he needed to cross a river? So he learnt how to
make a boat. He travelled through 16 countries
and mastered many crafts.
When the young man returned to Sravasti,
he was very arrogant, because he felt that he had
mastered all the skills and crafts in the world.
Thinking to show off his skills, he posted an
announcement inviting all to come compete
with him in any skill they chose.
When Buddha heard about it, he went to
the man’s house. The young man saw Buddha
and some of his disciples approaching, and he
thought they were quite strange. He had seen
all sorts of people, even kings, but he had
never seen anyone with such strange robes
and shaved heads. He wondered what kind of
people they were.
He approached Buddha curiously.
He was attracted by Buddha’s digniﬁed
appearance, and he instinctively folded his
hands together. “Sir, where are you from?
What class and profession are you in?”
Buddha replied, “Bow and arrow makers
ﬂourish when they are close to bamboo forests.
Sculptors prosper when they live near forests.
Boat builders are successful when they are
close to the sea. But a wise person is skilled in

regulating his own mind and body.”
The young man became even more
curious. He had travelled and learnt all the skills
and crafts in the world, but he had never heard
of a skill in regulating the mind and body. He
asked Buddha, “How many ways are there to
regulate the mind and body?”
Buddha said, “There are the Five Precepts,
the Ten Virtues, the Six Perfections and the
Four Noble Truths, and the Three Freedoms.*
These are all methods of regulating the mind
and body.”
The young man did not know what these
were and he was curious.
Buddha said kindly, “One person cannot
eat all the rice in the world, and one person

cannot do everything in the world. In this world,
we must each use our own special talents to
support each other. We should always be grateful
and always repay other people. If you can be
grateful to other people, to your parents, and to
Heaven and Earth, then your mind will grasp
the Five Precepts and the Ten Virtues. After
that, you can understand more deeply the Four
Noble Truths and practise the Six Perfections to
bring out all your potentials.”
When the young man heard this, everything
became clear to him, and he entered into deep
contemplation. It was a beautiful world that he
had found, so he asked Buddha to accept him as
a monk. He studied very hard, and before long
he became an arhat.

In sum, one person cannot do everything, just as one person cannot eat all the rice in the world. We
have to be grateful to other people, to our parents, and to Heaven and Earth. Then, our minds will be
good and joyful. No matter what kind of environment we ﬁnd ourselves in, it will always be beautiful.

* The Five Precepts: no killing, no stealing, no lying, no fornication and no drinking.
The Ten Virtues: no killing, no stealing, no fornication, no lying, no double-talking, no abusive words,
no improper remarks, no greed, no anger and no delusions.
The Six Perfections: charity, moral conduct, patience, devotion, contemplation and knowledge.
The Four Noble Truths: existence is suffering; suffering is caused by human passion;
suffering can be eliminated by the destruction of human passion; and human passion can be ended by
a life of holiness.
The Three Freedoms: everything is formed by conditions and has no ego or self;
everything is impermanent and has no real form; since everything is impermanent,
we have no desires, and are thus free from the cycle of reincarnation.
* This article is extracted from the book “The Master Tells Stories”.
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Become a monthly donor or make a donation of any amount
to support Tzu Chi’s missions.

Charity Fund
Education Fund
International Fund
Development Fund

Helping the underprivileged at the domestic front on a long term basis.
Funding Tzu Chi's educational missions, including administrative and building expenses.
Funding overseas disaster-hit victims and overseas relief operations.
Funding the developments of Tzu Chi's charitable missions and administrative expenses.

Biller Code: 8649
Ref-1 : I/C No. (with‘-’)
Ref-2 : Donation Fund Type

JomPAY online at Internet and Mobile Banking with
your Current or Savings account

Payment to Tzu Chi Foundation can be made by credit cards
or through cheques, bank drafts, money order or cash by depositing into:

Name of Payee
: Taiwan Buddhist Tzu-Chi Foundation Malaysia
Name of Bank /Acc No. : UOB 2023031746 / Maybank 512491125872

Join us as

volunteers

Find the true purpose in life through serving. Volunteers’ avenues and activities for service:
Community, Recycling, Home Visits, Hospital Visits, Reporting in English, Photography, Chinese-English Translating, etc.

Tzu Chi Community Centres in Central & Southern Peninsular Malaysia & East Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur

Setapak
Residensi PV 21, Lot G05-G06, Jln Usahawan 2,
Off Jln Genting Klang, Setapak.
Sri Petaling
38B-3, Jalan Radin Anum, Sri Petaling.
Kuchai Lama
2-5, Jln Kuchai Maju Satu, Off Jln Kuchai Lama.
Taynton
No 17-1 & 19-1, Jln 30A /119, Tmn Taynton View.
Taman Muda
No 11A (1st Flr) Jln Bunga Tanjung 18, Tmn Seraya.
Sri Damansara
No 1, Grd & 1st Flr, Jln Ara SD 7/3B, Bdr Sri Damansara.

Selangor

Serdang
No 11-2, Jln BS5/26B, Tmn Bkt Serdang.
Balakong
29-2, Jln Sungai Besi Indah 1/2A, Tmn Sungai Besi Indah.
Kajang
No 21-A, Jln Majlis Jaya 1, Tmn Majlis Jaya, Sungai Chua.
Sg Long
69-2, Jln SL 1/4, Bdr Sg Long.
Kota Kemuning
3rd Flr, Lot 28, Type C2, Blk 3, Kota Kemuning Business Park,
Sinaran Satu, Persiaran Anggerik Vanilla.
Setia Alam
No 24-2-2A & 24-2-2B, Jln Setia Primary (B) U13/B, Setia Alam,
Seksyen U13.
Batu Caves
No 6-2, Jln Dataran Selayang 1, Dataran Selayang.
Sungai Buloh
23-1, Pusat Komersial TSB, Jln Nautika A U20/A, Seksyen U20.

Rawang
No 63-B & 65-B, Jln Bandar Rawang 2.
Kelana Jaya
43-45C, 47-48C, 3rd Flr, Jln SS25/2,
Tmn Bukit Emas.
Petaling Jaya
No 1A, Jln SS5A/11.
USJ
Roof Top, 55 & 56, Jln USJ 10/1F.
Puchong
No 24-2 & 24-3, Jln Bandar 3, Pusat Bdr Puchong.
Tanjung Sepat
No 497, Lorong 2.
Sungai Besar
No 24-1, Tingkat Atas, PT 1431, Sungai Besar Business
Center, Jln SBBC 3.
Sekinchan
Lot 145/A, (1st & 2nd Flr), Jln Radin 2.
Taman Gembira
No 2548B, 2550B (½ unit) & 2552B,
Persiaran Raja Muda Musa.
Taman Eng Ann
No 22, Galeri Empire, Jln Empayar,
Off Persiaran Sultan Ibrahim / KU 1.
Banting
No 64A & 64B, Jln Emas 8, Bdr Sungai Emas.
Bandar Botanic
6-1 & 6-2, Jln Jasmin 1/KS6, Bdr Botanic.
Taman Sentosa
74, Jln Dato Dagang 24,Desa Idaman 2, Tmn Sentosa.

Pahang

Bentong
No P12-1 Pusat Perniagaan Mutiara GE, Jln MG 2, Jln Tras.

Melaka

Cheng
23-1, Jln Seri 5, Tmn Cheng Baru.
Malim
No 3, 2nd Flr, Jln MP16, Tmn Merdeka Permai, Bt Berendam.
Bacang
17-3, 3rd Flr, Jln Kesidang 3/11, Melaka Mall off Jln Tun Perak.
Bandar Melaka
No 394A (Lot 962), Tmn Sinn, Semabok.
Jasin
JB 2333 (1st Flr), Bdr Baru Jasin III.
Durian Tunggal
DT 4287, Jln Murai 3, Tmn Murai Jaya, Durian Tunggal.

Johor

Segamat
No 29, Tkt Atas, Jln Putra 1/3, Bdr Putra Segamat.
Labis
No 12, 1st Flr, Jln Maju Jaya, Tmn Maju Jaya, Labis.
Parit Jawa
No 14, Tkt 1, Jln Pelangi, Tmn Pelangi, Pt Jawa, Muar.

Sabah

Penampang
Lot No. 5, 2nd Floor, WK Commercial Centre, Jln Bundusan.

Sarawak

Bintulu
1st Flr, Jln Tun Ahmad Zaidi, Park City Commercial Square Ph3.
Padawan
Sublot 28 - 29, 1st Flr, Lot 704, Blk 233, KNLD, 6 ½ Mile, Jln Penrissen.

Warmth Amidst the Winter Cold
Tzu Chi volunteers in Shenzhen, China,
held 17 sessions of winter distribution from December 19 to 23, 2018,
for environmental conservation workers
from over 6,000 households across 9 areas.
The city has a total green space of 38,695 hectares,
which accounts for over 43% of its total area,
averaging 18.3 square metres per person.
After the onslaught of Super Typhoon Mangkhut in September 2018,
the environmental conservation workers have been working tirelessly
to restore the city green space with full dedication.
It warmed their hearts to receive
the red envelope of blessings and wisdom, cash card, hand moisturizer,
and hand-sewn scarf presented to them by volunteers,
in appreciation of their efforts in conserving the environment.
Despite her mobility difficulty, an 82-year-old elderly woman made it a point
to present the scarves to the recipients personally, to express her heartfelt
gratitude towards their contributions. [Photograph by Zhuang Yuan Jie]

